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DISCLAIMER 

Every possible effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this guidance is 

accurate at the time of publication, and the editors, publishers and authors cannot accept 

responsibility for any errors, or omissions, however caused. No responsibility for loss or damage 

occasioned to any person acting, or refraining from action, as a result of the material in this publication 

can be accepted by the editors, the publisher or any of the authors.  

The law is as stated at 1700 hours on 22nd December 2020 

.  
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DEFINITIONS 

TERM DEFINITION 

BCR Binding Corporate Rules 

Commission European Commission 

DP Brexit Regulations 
Data Protection, Privacy and Electronic Communications 

(Amendments etc) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 

ECHA European Chemicals Agency 

EEA European Economic Area 

EMA European Medicines Agency 

EU European Union 

EUIPO European Union Intellectual Property Office 

EUTM European Union Trademark 

EUWA European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 

GATS General Agreement on Trade in Services 

GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation 

Government UK Government 

ICO Information Commissioner’s Office 

IP Intellectual Property 

IPO Intellectual Property Office 

ISDS Investor-State Dispute Settlement 

MAC Material adverse change 

OR Only Representatives 

Patents Regulations Patents (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 

PBS Points-Based Immigration System 

RCD registered Community Design 
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REACH 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals 

(Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006) 

SCC Standard Contractual Clauses 

SPC Supplementary Protection Certificate 

Treaty The Treaty on European Union 

TUPE Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 

UCD unregistered Community Design 

UK United Kingdom 

VAT Value Added Tax 

VATA Value Added Tax Act 1994 

WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization 

WIPO World Trade Organization 
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WHAT TRADE OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO THE UK?  

(A) Trading under World Trade Organisation Rules1 

What is the WTO? 

The WTO is an inter-governmental organization that regulates international trade. Trade in 

goods and services is governed by GATT and GATS. WTO members agree market access rights 

with each other (for example the maximum tariff levels that will be applied on particular 

products) and these are recorded in each member’s schedules.  

WTO members are free to trade with each other on more favourable terms than those recorded 

in their schedules, but must do so in line with WTO rules which generally require that member 

to extend those same favourable terms to all WTO members. Exceptions to this rule include 

free trade areas or customs unions, or agreements liberalising the trade in services.  

The WTO dispute resolution mechanism requires claims to be brought by member states rather 

than individual businesses in contrast to ISDS procedure (referred to below). 

How Will the WTO Rules Affect the UK? 

In the event that the UK leaves the EU without any form of deal, UK-EU trade will take place 

under WTO rules. The UK would no longer be obliged to accept the four freedoms (freedom of 

movement of goods, service, people and capital) nor have to contribute to the EU’s budget. The 

UK would no longer have any influence over EU law but businesses would have to comply with 

all relevant rules (such as product standards) when exporting to the EU. 

The UK has submitted its schedule of commitments under GATT and GATS. These schedules 

replicate as far as possible the UK’s current obligations under the EU schedules. 

(B) Free Trade Agreements2 

What is an FTA? 

An FTA is an agreement between countries to increase trade between them by reducing or 

eliminating trade barriers (tariffs and non-tariffs). Tariffs are customs duties on goods passing 

from one customs territory to another and are most commonly imposed on imports. Non-tariff 

barriers are other measures that prohibit or restrict the flow of trade such as compulsory 

packaging requirements.  

 

 

                                                 
1 World Trade Organization, ‘WTO trade topics’ (WTO, last accessed 21 December 2020). Available at: 
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tratop_e.htm  
2 Department for International trade, Department for International Development, and Foreign & 
Commonwealth Office (GOV.UK, last accessed 21 December 2020). Available at:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/existing-free-trade-agreements-if-theres-no-brexit-deal  

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tratop_e.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/existing-free-trade-agreements-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
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The most comprehensive FTAs aim to facilitate trade in services as well as in goods, and may 

cover areas such as direct investment, intellectual property, public procurement and technical 

standards. For example CETA enables EU firms to bid for Canadian public contracts3. FTAs may 

also include dispute resolution mechanisms such as ISDS which enables businesses to bring 

challenges directly against offending states.  

The EU’s FTAs generally grant more access to markets for goods rather than services4. When 

exporting to the single market, businesses must comply with all relevant rules such as product 

standards. 

What Would an FTA Mean for the UK? 

In their most basic form, FTAs aim to facilitate trade in goods by reducing, or eliminating, tariffs 

or quotas. Although some FTAs include provisions for trade in services, the inclusion of such is 

not guaranteed. Given the importance of the services sector to the UK economy, this should be 

kept in mind. 

Parties to an FTA are usually free to conduct independent trade policies and set their own tariffs 

in respect of trade with third-countries. For that reason, FTAs normally include rules of origin 

requirements, obliging each party to apply customs checks and prove the origin of the goods 

that they export to each other, to ensure that the correct tariff is paid.  

Any negotiations on the terms of an FTA would be expected to take an extended period of time 

(CETA, for example, took seven years of negotiation)5.  

(C) Customs Union  

What is a Customs Union?6 

A customs union is a type of preferential trade agreement. Members of a customs union agree 

to remove or reduce tariffs on trade between them and charge a common tariff on imports 

from countries outside the customs union. Parties to a customs union must comply with WTO 

rules.  

How does the EU Customs Union Operate? 

Within the EU's customs union (which covers the EU member states, Monaco and the Isle of 

Man) there are no tariffs on trade in goods. All members apply the same sets of tariffs on goods 

imported from countries outside the customs union.  

                                                 
3 BBC News, What is a ‘Canada-style’ trade deal? (BBC, last accessed 21 December 2020). Available at: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-45633592  
4 Open Europe, What could the EU-Canada free trade deal tell us about Brexit? (Open Europe, last accessed 21 
December 2020). Available at: https://openeurope.org.uk/today/blog/what-could-the-eu-canada-free-trade-
deal-tell-us-about-brexit/  
5 BBC News, Five models for post-Brexit UK trade (BBC, last accessed 21 December 2020). Available at: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-referendum-36639261  
6 BBC News, Reality Check: What is a customs union? (BBC, last accessed 21 December 2020). Available at: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-36906796  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-45633592
https://openeurope.org.uk/today/blog/what-could-the-eu-canada-free-trade-deal-tell-us-about-brexit/
https://openeurope.org.uk/today/blog/what-could-the-eu-canada-free-trade-deal-tell-us-about-brexit/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-referendum-36639261
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-36906796
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Imports from outside the EU's customs union are subject to customs checks to ensure that the 

correct tariff is paid. No further rules of origin checks are required when goods cross the borders 

between members of the customs union.  

What Options are Available for the UK to Enter into a Customs Union?7 

It is possible that the UK could in future enter into a customs union agreement with the EU (such 

as Turkey has, as discussed below) whereby the UK is not part of the EU customs union but has 

a customs union with the EU customs union.  

Practical Example – Turkey8 

Turkey has a customs union agreement with the EU that grants it partial access to the single 

market. Turkey has no influence on EU law, does not accept free movement of people and does 

not contribute to the EU budget.  

The Turkey-EU Customs Union Agreement: 

 Enables tariff-free trade between Turkey and the EU on all goods covered by the 

agreement (covers industrial goods, but not agriculture);   

 Since it does not cover all goods, customs checks are required at the Turkey-EU border; 

 Permits the parties to use trade defence measures against each other, such as anti-

subsidy measures; and 

 Requires Turkey to apply the EU's common external tariff to imports from non-EU 

countries for all goods covered, adopt the EU's standards and regulations for all goods 

covered, and follow common customs procedures.  

Turkey is obliged to conclude FTAs with those countries who conclude preferential trade with 

the EU, grant the same preferential tariffs to those countries, and harmonise its legislation in 

areas relating to the customs union. 

(D) European Economic Area Membership9  

The EEA consists of the EU member states, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. Whilst it is 

unlikely that the UK would consider re-joining it cannot be completely ruled out.  

  

                                                 
7 Institute for Government, The options for the UK’s trading relationship with the EU (Institute for Government, 
last accessed 21 December 2020). Available at: https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/explainers/options-
uk-trading-relationship-eu  
8 European Commission, Trade – Turkey (European Commission, last accessed 21 December 2020). Available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/turkey/  
9 EFTA, European Economic Area (EEA) / Relations with the EU (EFTA, last accessed 21 December 2020). Available 
at: https://www.efta.int/eea/eea-agreement/eea-basic-features#1  

https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/explainers/options-uk-trading-relationship-eu
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/explainers/options-uk-trading-relationship-eu
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/turkey/
https://www.efta.int/eea/eea-agreement/eea-basic-features#1
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The EEA Agreement: 

 gives the non-EU EEA members considerable access to the single market (including 

passporting rights for financial services) and treats them, for single market purposes, as 

if they were member states;  

 requires the non-EU EEA members to accept the four freedoms; 

 prohibits tariffs on trade between the contracting parties (except on certain fish and 

agricultural products), provided the products originate in the EEA. The non-EU EEA 

members are outside the EU's customs union, so customs border controls apply. Rules of 

origin determine the extent to which a product must be produced or processed within 

the EEA in order to be traded tariff-free; and  

 requires the non-EU EEA members to adopt much of EU law by fully implementing EU 

legislation covering the single market. Since the non-EU EEA members comply with 

technical regulations, their exports to the EU are not checked for regulatory compliance 

(although they are checked for origin). 

Non-EU EEA members contribute substantially to the EU's budget via the ‘EEA and Norway 

Grants’ and have no direct influence on EU law. They can conclude their own trade agreements, 

as they can set their own tariffs on imports from non-EEA countries, but they cannot relax or 

change any EU standards or regulations.  

The EFTA Court deals with breaches of the EEA Agreement by non-EU EEA members and usually 

follows the principles established by the Court of Justice of the European Union.  

The EEA Agreement does not cover the following EU policies: 

 Common Agricultural Policy.  

 Common Commercial Policy. 

 Common Fisheries Policy. 

 Common Foreign and Security Policy. 

 Direct and indirect taxation. 

 Economic and Monetary Union. 

 EU customs union.  

 Justice and Home Affairs, although the non-EU EEA members are part of the Schengen 

area. 
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(E) European Free Trade Agreement Membership10 

The EFTA members are Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland. The UK was a founding 

member prior to entering the then Common Market in 1973.  

There is free trade between the EFTA members under the EFTA Convention although EFTA is 

not a customs union so its members do not impose a common external tariff on non-members. 

(F) General Comments  

What Does ‘Access to the Single Market’ Mean?11 

EU member states have full access to the single market based on the four freedoms – freedom 

of movement of goods, people, services and capital. Within the single market there are no tariffs 

or quotas on trade in goods, and non-tariff barriers to trade are reduced.  

Non-EU members of the EEA have considerable access under the EEA Agreement. They accept 

the four freedoms, contribute to the EU's budget, are subject to the jurisdiction of the EFTA 

Court and have no direct influence on EU law. 

Countries that are not members of the EEA have varying degrees of access. Their exports to the 

EU are subject to relevant tariffs and quotas unless removed by a preferential trade or customs 

agreement. For example, Canada has preferential access to the EU single market for goods 

(excluding certain sensitive items) however access for services, whilst somewhat eased under 

the terms of CETA, remains limited12. 

What Are the ‘Rules of Origin’?13 

These rules require proof of the originating status of goods for them to qualify for preferential 

treatment under a trade agreement. For example, if goods are not wholly produced in a party's 

territory, the provisions of an agreement may require that a specified percentage is domestic 

content to qualify for preferential treatment.  

  

                                                 
10 EFTA, About EFTA (EFTA, last accessed 21 December 2020) https://www.efta.int/about-efta  
11 BBC News, Reality Check: Who has access to the single market? (BBC, last accessed 21 December 2020). 
Available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-referendum-36270203  
12 Open Europe, What could the EU-Canada free trade deal tell us about Brexit? (Open Europe, last accessed 21 
December 2020). Available at: https://openeurope.org.uk/today/blog/what-could-the-eu-canada-free-trade-
deal-tell-us-about-brexit/  
13 Institute for Government, Rules of Origin (Institute for Government, last accessed 21 December 2020). 
Available at:  https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/explainers/rules-origin  

https://www.efta.int/about-efta
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-referendum-36270203
https://openeurope.org.uk/today/blog/what-could-the-eu-canada-free-trade-deal-tell-us-about-brexit/
https://openeurope.org.uk/today/blog/what-could-the-eu-canada-free-trade-deal-tell-us-about-brexit/
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/explainers/rules-origin
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(G) Comparison of UK-EU Trade Options Based  

 

 

 

EU Member 

State 
WTO 

FTA 

(Canada) 

Customs 

Union 

(Turkey) 

EEA Member 

(Norway) 

EFTA 

Member 

(Switzerland) 

Access to the 

Single 

Market 

Full access No 

Depends on 

the terms of 

the FTA 

Partial access 

Considerable 

access via 

EEA 

Agreement 

Partial access 

Free 

Movement of 

People 

Yes: four 

freedoms* 
No No No 

Yes: four 

freedoms* 
Yes 

EU Budget 

Contributions 

Yes, 

substantial 
No No No 

Yes, 

substantial 
Yes 

Conclude 

Own Trade 

Agreements 

No Yes Yes 

Yes, but must 

align them to 

EU’s trade 

agreements 

unless areas 

covered by 

the FTA are 

not within 

the terms of 

the Customs 

Union 

Yes, but 

cannot 

change EU 

standards or 

regulations 

Yes 

EU Law 

Applies 
Yes No 

Not directly, 

depends on 

the terms of 

the FTA 

Yes, in areas 

of single 

market 

access 

Yes, via EEA 

Agreement 

Yes, in the 

areas of 

single market 

access 

Direct 

Influence on 

EU Law 

Yes No No No No No 

 

* Freedom of movement of goods, people, services and capital. 
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WHAT EFFECT WILL BREXIT HAVE ON COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS? 

Businesses need to consider how their contracts will be affected by the commercial and economic 

implications of Brexit. Every business will need to consider its own particular circumstances based on 

factors such as its location, regulatory environment, the location of its key customers and suppliers 

and the make-up of its workforce. 

The ability to handle contractual risk will be unique to each contract. Some contracts will provide a 

high degree of flexibility, for example, they may be terminable at short notice. Other contracts might 

contain long term commitments.  

General Interpretation 

Brexit could have a significant effect on the commercial substance of some arrangements. The 

contractual ramifications are likely to turn on the interpretation of the contract and the courts will 

often adopt a strict approach to interpretation. 

For instance in Arnold v Britton14, the Supreme Court emphasised the importance of the language of 

the contract and warned that the mere fact that the interpretation of the contractual language worked 

out badly for a party is not a reason for departing from the natural language. The court has 

subsequently noted that there may be more flexibility where a contract is short, informal or does not 

contain ‘logical and coherent text’, but still emphasised that its role is not to improve a bad bargain15. 

The result of this is that parties will be largely bound by the words of their contracts. There will be 

limited relief for those who have made a bad bargain or are adversely affected by Brexit. 

Financial Hardship 

The commercial effect of Brexit after the end of the transition period could be felt in many ways. The 

result could be financial hardship for one of the parties, for example: 

• Exchange Rates - There could be further changes in exchange rates, as seen immediately 

following the referendum, when the pound fell sharply against the dollar and the euro.  

• Tariffs - Tariffs could be applied to goods and services provided to and from the EU following 

the end of the transition period. Similarly, there could be changes in tariff rates for trade with 

non-EU countries. Brexit could also lead to companies changing the jurisdiction in which they 

source components, in order to comply with rules of origin.  

• Effect of Customs Checks - When the UK ceases to be part of a customs union with the EU, 

customs checks may be imposed. This could impose additional costs and delays in connection 

with supply contracts. 

 

                                                 
14 [2015] UKSC 72  

15 Wood v Capita Insurance Services Ltd [2017] UKSC 24, and see also Marks & Spencer Plc v BNP Paribas Securities Services 

Trust Company (Jersey) Ltd and another [2015] UKSC 72 
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• Parallel Regulation - The regulatory regimes of the EU and UK could diverge and prevent mutual 

recognition. This may mean that UK businesses selling to the EU will need to comply with 

different regulatory regimes and conformity assessments (and vice versa). 

• Effect on Labour Market - Restrictions on the freedom of movement of people could lead to 

labour shortages, particularly for businesses in certain sectors that are heavily reliant on 

workers from the rest of the EU.  

Hardship Alone Unlikely to Justify Relief 

While the events noted above could entail a contract becoming a loss-maker or harder to fulfil. 

However, it is unlikely that parties will obtain relief from the consequences of these changes in the 

absence of express contractual provisions. 

In particular, it is unlikely that a party will be able to rely on a standard force majeure clause in order 

to seek relief from its obligations. While lacking a precise meaning, relief as a result of force majeure 

is normally limited to obligations rendered impossible to perform, whether actually or legally, as a 

result of the relevant event. 

The fact that economic hardship will be suffered is not normally sufficient. However, this depends on 

the exact wording of the clause in question and some types of clauses, such as material adverse change 

clauses, could be wider than a standard force majeure clause and potentially be triggered by financial 

hardship suffered in the lead up to, or following, the end of the transition period. 

The best way to future-proof against Brexit is therefore to include express provisions to cater for these 

events. 

Impossibility 

The position might be different if Brexit makes performance impossible or removes the very purpose 

of the contract. This is likely to be fairly rare, but might apply in some cases such as businesses losing 

passporting rights and so being unable to provide services either to or from the UK. 

Force Majeure Clauses 

An event rendering performance of a contract impossible is more likely to constitute a force majeure 

event but, again, this depends on the exact wording of the clause. In particular: 

• Force majeure clauses typically seek to relieve parties to a contract from liability for a breach 

resulting from ‘circumstances beyond the reasonable control of either party’. These words are 

likely to have their natural and broad meaning rather than being construed according to the 

eiusdem generis rule of construction where a general word or phrase is assumed to be qualified 

by preceding examples which are of a common category.  

• Force majeure events do not normally encompass events which a party could reasonably 

foresee as inevitably coming into operation, so the date of the contract and the timing of Brexit 

may be relevant to the application of force majeure clauses. 
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Frustration 

Frustration arises where something occurs after the date of the contract, without the fault of either 

party that either transforms the obligations into something radically different or makes it physically 

or commercially impossible to fulfil the contract. Supervening illegality or a change in law can frustrate 

a contract but inconvenience, hardship or financial loss will not be sufficient. Again, much depends on 

the context. A contract is not frustrated where the alleged frustrating event should have been 

foreseen by the parties, but this result depends on the extent to which the event was foreseeable. 

In February 2019, the High Court held that the European Medicines Agency’s (“EMA”) 25-year lease 

of premises in Canary Wharf will not be frustrated by Brexit16. Although the EMA lodged an appeal 

against the decision, it later announced that it was withdrawing from the action. The judgment has 

left some unanswered questions, notably the possibility of invoking Brexit as a frustrating event in 

relation to other contracts concluded before Brexit became reasonably foreseeable.   

Data Protection 

Data protection arrangements, and in particular transfers of personal data from EEA states to the UK, 

are perceived as one of the more immediate issues that need to be addressed before the end of the 

transition period. 

During the transition period, there will be little change and the General Data Protection Regulation 

(“GDPR”) will continue to apply to the UK. Even at the end of the transition period the data protection 

framework in the UK will be largely unchanged. However, multi-national organisations that transfer 

personal data will need to consider whether new or updated arrangements will be required at the end 

of the transition period: 

• Transfers from the UK to the EEA - The government has indicated that these transfers can 

continue post-Brexit without additional protections being put in place as EEA states will be 

deemed by the UK to have an adequate level of data protection, although this will be kept under 

review. 

• Transfers from the EEA to the UK - In a no-deal Brexit, the UK will become a ‘third country’ 

under the GDPR. Controllers or processor will only be able to transfer personal data to the UK 

if certain conditions in the GDPR are met. The two conditions likely to apply are either the EU 

Commission making an ‘adequacy decision’ about the UK, or that there are ‘appropriate 

safeguards’ in place for those transfers. It is unclear if an adequacy decision will be made so it 

would be prudent to put appropriate safeguards in place.  

EU References 

Another issue to consider is whether references in a contract to the EU will continue to include the UK 

after Brexit. The answer will depend on the purpose of the clause and the context in which the 

reference is used. For example, it might be used to define the territorial scope of a right or restriction 

or in a restriction on the transfer of personal data outside the EU. 

                                                 
16 Canary Wharf (BP4) T1 Ltd v European Medicines Agency [2019] EWHC 335) 
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The starting point will be express terms of the contract: 

• If the contract defines the EU by reference to its member states ‘from time to time’, that 

strongly indicates that it will not include the UK after Brexit. 

• In contrast, if the contract defines the EU as ‘Austria, Belgium …and the UK’, that indicates that 

it will continue to include the UK. Any express provision dealing with EU Member States leaving 

the EU would be decisive. 

If the language is not clear, the purpose of the clause and the contract, the wider commercial 

background and commercial common sense would be relevant. These will vary greatly and will be 

specific to the facts.  

The best way to future-proof against this uncertainty is to state expressly in each case whether the 

definition of the EU is to include the UK after Brexit, or to list each jurisdiction separately. It may be 

sensible to deal expressly with other possible changes in the membership of the EU, and also in the 

makeup of the UK. 

Incorporation of EU Law and Successor Legislation 

Another issue is whether references to ‘EU law’ will include any implementing or successor UK 

legislation post-Brexit, given that EU law will not apply in the UK at the end of the termination period.  

For example, a contract might define VAT as a tax levied in accordance with the Principal VAT Directive. 

Will that capture the Value Added Tax Act 1994 (“VATA”) or any successor sales tax regime in the UK. 

In most cases, this will be addressed by the express terms of the contract, which might, for example: 

• Extend the definition of VAT to also include ‘any other similar tax levied by reference to added 

value or sales’. This extension would clearly capture VATA or any other domestic sales tax 

regime after Brexit. 

• Include provisions dealing with modifications to legislation. This might indicate that references 

to EU law include implementing or successor domestic law. 

There may also be a good argument that the purpose of the clause would override a strict literal 

meaning of the definition. Again though this would depend on the facts. 

Changes in Law  

Even after the end of the transition period, changes to commercial law are likely to be limited as a 

result of the European Union (Withdrawal) Acts (“EUWA”). The EUWA has four principal objectives. 

The first two objectives are particularly relevant namely the repeal of the European Communities Act 

1972 and the end of the supremacy of EU law on EU-related matters, and the conversion of EU law 

into UK law so that the UK’s legislation retains a functioning statutory framework. 

This means EU legislation with direct effect will remain in force post-Brexit, albeit on a different 

constitutional basis. At some point after the end of the transition period, each such measure remaining 

in force will be reviewed, and a decision taken as to whether to retain, modify or withdraw it.  
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Commercial Agents Regulations 

The government might use Brexit as an opportunity to review and amend the Commercial Agents 

Regulations, which implemented the Commercial Agents Directive. This would have a significant effect 

on the commercial substance of affected arrangements and raise tough questions about the 

interpretation of contractual provisions addressing the Commercial Agents Regulations, such as the 

selection of an indemnity or compensation.  

TUPE 

The Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations (“TUPE”) implements EU law so 

could theoretically be revoked after the transition period has ended. As TUPE rights are deeply 

embedded in current employment practices, it is more likely that the most the government would do 

is tweak certain aspects of the law. 

Reviewing Existing Contracts 

As a practical measure, most organisations should: 

• Conduct a business audit - Consider how Brexit could affect their business generally and their 

commercial arrangements with third parties. 

• Assess Contracts - Identify the key contracts governing those arrangements and assess if they 

provide sufficient protection against Brexit, or are at least clear about the implications of Brexit. 

• Renegotiate or Terminate Contracts - Consider whether to try to renegotiate or amend those 

contracts to deal more clearly with the implications of Brexit. 

Future-Proofing Contracts 

Most organisations should continue to ‘future-proof’ their contracts against Brexit if that has not been 

done already. The nature of those provisions will depend on the circumstances but are likely to 

include: 

• Brexit Clauses - The expression ‘Brexit clause’ refers to a clause in a contract that triggers some 

change in the parties’ rights and obligations as a result of a defined event occurring. The trigger 

events might not be Brexit as such, but the occurrence of events which the parties predict might 

occur as a result of Brexit, for example, changes to tariffs, exchange rates or customs 

procedures. 

• Contract Termination on Brexit - Considering if there should be an express right to terminate 

at the end of the transition period, or if the contract should specify a short period for 

termination for convenience on notice. 

• References to the EU - Expressly stating whether references to ‘the EU’ will include the UK after 

the end of the transition period. 

• References to EU Law and Regulators - Making it clear if references to ‘EU law’ and regulators 

include succeeding laws and regulators in the UK. 
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Brexit Clauses 

Parties entering into contracts which will continue in force after Brexit occurs, or which might be 

affected by Brexit before then, should consider expressly providing for those situations in which their 

ability to perform or the costs of such performance are affected by Brexit. 

The risk of not addressing Brexit is that a party may be obliged to continue to perform its obligations 

in full, even if doing so has become commercially unviable as a result of Brexit.  

Assessing Whether to Include a Brexit Clause 

The following issues should be considered: 

• What could happen: Consider how Brexit may affect the parties’ performance and costs. 

• What the contract currently says: 

- Who would bear the additional responsibilities and costs as the contract is currently 

drafted?  

- Could any force majeure, MAC, price adjustment and change control clauses be invoked, 

or would it be possible to argue frustration? 

• Are there any events for which the parties feel confident about providing specific 

consequences?  

• Is it in a party’s interest to have a clause allowing for renegotiation and, if that fails, termination, 

on the occurrence of certain triggers? 

What Possible Effects of Brexit Should I Be Thinking About? 

Brexit has the potential to directly or indirectly affect most transactions:  

• Suppliers need to consider not just events which may directly impact them but also anything 

which may affect their supply chain. 

• Customers need to consider not only possible impacts on their own ability to use goods or 

services purchased under an agreement but also how the market for their own products may 

be affected. 

Trade Tariffs on Goods 

New or increased tariffs may be payable on both imports and exports, whether of raw materials, 

components or finished products. This may affect the costs incurred by a supplier or the market into 

which the customer sells the finished goods. 
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Border Delays 

Changes to export/import controls are possible. Dealing with the changes is likely to result in delays 

in receiving and delivering goods and raw materials, affecting the ability to meet contractual 

commitments and could drive up costs. 

Freedom to Provide Services 

New restrictions may apply to the provision of services, whether to EU member states or other 

countries. Costs may be involved in complying with these restrictions.  

Licences and Consents 

UK businesses may no longer benefit from EU-wide approval schemes or reciprocal arrangements 

between the EU and the rest of the world. 

Freedom of Movement  

The UK may take steps to reduce the freedom of EU migrants to work in the UK and UK nationals’ 

freedom to work in EU member states could be curtailed. This could affect businesses’ ability to 

perform contracts or the costs of performance.  

Currency Exchange Rates 

Uncertainty about the UK economy may result in fluctuations in the rate of exchange between sterling 

and other currencies. This may have an impact on the value of sums paid and received under a 

contract.  
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ENFORCEMENT OF COURT JUDGMENTS 

What is the Current Position?  

Proceedings Commenced Prior to the End of the Transition Period 

Under the Withdrawal Agreement’s Article 67, the present rules on both enforcement and 

on jurisdiction will - for the most part - continue to be applicable. As such, UK judgments remain 

enforceable in EU member states (with reciprocal agreements) in the same manner as it currently 

operates, under the Recast Brussels Regulation. The Recast Brussels Regulation allows for the 

straightforward and direct enforcement of UK judgments for monetary and non-monetary relief 

across the EU. The Regulation applies only to EU member states and the UK during the transition 

period. It is no longer applicable to UK judgments for proceedings commenced after the end of 2020 

upon the elapse of the transition period. 

However, as it stands currently, a judgment given in one EU member state will be registered and can 

then be enforced in another member state, as if it were a judgment of that member state. In reference 

to jurisdiction, the general rule of thumb is that the defendant should be sued in the state in which it 

is domiciled, but the parties can agree that the courts of a specific country are to have jurisdiction. 

As an example, under the Regulation, a UK contractor experiences delays in the delivery of key 

materials from a supplier based in France, which prevents the project being completed within the 

contractual completion date. In the contract, the parties have specified that the UK courts have 

jurisdiction in respect of disputes. Pre 31st December 2020, the French courts are obliged to recognise 

the UK courts as the choice of court and to recognise and enforce the judgment obtained by the 

contractor in the UK as if it were a judgment obtained in the French courts.  

Proceedings Commenced After the Transition Period - No Exclusive Jurisdiction Clause 

Assuming an absence of agreement between the EU and UK – i.e. the UK independently joining 

the Lugano Convention (more on that below) - the enforcement of court judgments will be reliant on 

the domestic enforcement rules within both the UK and each EU member state. The majority of EU 

member states will enforce foreign court judgments under localised rules. However, it ought to be 

noted that the type of judgment enforced will differ on a case-by-case basis, and further, the process 

itself is likely to be more drawn-out and costly than under the the Recast Brussels Regulation. 

By way of illustration; if an Italian court were to take jurisdiction based on a non-exclusive Italian 

jurisdiction clause, or because the defendant was domiciled there, the English courts would then apply 

common law rules on enforcement. As such, the claimant that was successful could then sue on the 

judgment as if it were a debt - but only if it were a money judgment. The same would be true in reverse 

–   i.e. were an English court to take jurisdiction based on a non-exclusive English jurisdiction clause, 

the Italian courts would then apply domestic law rules to determine whether the judgment could be 

enforced in Italy. 

The Lugano Convention 

The Lugano Convention 2007 is an international agreement regulating the circumstances by which a 

country’s courts may hear civil or commercial cross-border disputes and through which the 
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subsequent decisions can then be enforced. Recently, in April 2020, the UK applied as an independent 

contracting party to accede to the Lugano Convention. However, accession requires the consent of all 

contracting parties - including the EU - and, even if the UK's application is accepted, it is now too late 

for the convention to re-enter into force before the end of the Brexit transition period on 31st 

December 2020, as a three-month time-lag applies between agreement and entry into force. 

However, it ought to be noted that recently the UK and Norway committed to continued mutual 

recognition and enforcement of civil court judgments from each jurisdiction in the absence of any EU-

level agreement. This agreement extends and updates the 1961 Convention for the Reciprocal 

Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil Matters between the UK and Norway, so that it 

will apply to the extent that, and during any period that, the 2007 Lugano Convention between EU 

member states and Iceland, Norway and Switzerland does not apply to the UK. 

Proceedings Commenced After the Transition Period - Exclusive Jurisdiction Clause Entered into Post-

Transition 

Under the assumption the UK accedes to the 2005 Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements 

from the end of the transition period, dealing with exclusive jurisdiction clauses should prove relatively 

straightforward. As previously mentioned, The Hague Convention stipulates moderately easy 

enforcement of court judgments in a comparable way to that of the Recast Brussels Regulation.  

Effectively, the Hague Convention 2005 provides for exclusive choice of court clauses, as well as 

validating judgments given by courts that are designated by clauses to be recognised and enforced in 

other contracting states. Such contracting states include the EU, Mexico, Singapore, Montenegro, 

amongst others. China, the USA, and Ukraine have all signed the Hague Convention 2005, but have 

yet to ratify and accede to it, and therefore the Convention does not apply to those countries. 

However, in terms of applicability, critically, the Hague Convention applies only where both: 

 Proceedings are commenced after its entry into force for the relevant state; and 

 There is an exclusive jurisdiction clause agreed after its entry into force for the state of the 

chosen court. This is under the assumption that the clause is within the legal parameters of 

the Convention i.e the Convention would not apply to employment and consumer contracts. 

For further context, the UK has been a member of Hague since 2015, when the EU signed up to Hague 

on behalf of all EU member states with exception of Denmark. However, the UK’s status as a 

contracting party to the Convention is due to the end post the Brexit transition period on 31st 

December 2020. In order to avoid this, the UK recently (re-)deposited the instrument of accession on 

28th September 2020 and so ensuring that the Hague Convention 2005 continues to apply seamlessly 

from 1st January 2021. Essentially, the Hague Convention will act as a judicial connector between the 

UK and the EU member states. 

However, contentious Hague-related issues will exist in 2021, largely in regard to the material and 

temporal scope of the Hague Convention, as, critically, both the EU and UK differ on these legal issues. 

The right answer is not yet apparent, and it is likely that the search for this right answer will only result 

in further hard-fought litigation in the years to come. 
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Proceedings Commenced After the Transition Period - Exclusive Jurisdiction Clause Entered into 

Before the End of Transition 

This is somewhat more complex. Judgments potentially may be enforceable under Hague where the 

clause was agreed post 1st October 2015 and prior to the 31st December 2020, but there remain some 

ambiguities. If Hague does not apply, it must be considered whether the judgment will still prove 

enforceable under UK domestic rules or those of applicable EU member states. As previously noted, 

the majority of EU countries will have processes in place to allow enforcement of foreign judgments 

even without an appropriate international treaty, but the type of judgment enforced may be more 

limited and the processes involved more costly and time consuming. If a judgment between the UK 

and the EU requires enforcement, standing the uncertainty as to whether Hague can be relied upon, 

it is critical to appreciate the position under domestic rules in the applicable country. 

Upon contemplating exclusive jurisdiction clauses entered into before the end of the transition period, 

it is essential to give attention to two possible scenarios. Firstly, where there exists an exclusive English 

jurisdiction clause and so the resulting judgment is to be enforced within the EU, and secondly, the 

inverse. 

Scenario One: Exclusive English Jurisdiction Clause  

There is a certain level of ambiguity concerning the Hague’s application to such clauses due to the 

“change of status” risk. Effectively, the question here is whether an EU member state will operate with 

Hague as having been in force for the UK since 1st October 2015, when it became party to Hague by 

virtue of its EU membership, or only from 1st January 2021, when the UK re-joins Hague 

independently.  

European Commission advice issued in April 2019 suggested that it adopts the opinion that Hague 

would only apply when the UK re-joined Hague in its own right. However, it ought to be noted that 

this is guidance only and so is not binding on courts that will legally adjudicate on this issue moving 

forward.  

Where the exclusive jurisdiction clause was agreed during the transition period, there could exist a 

further source of uncertainty as the UK is not party to Hague at this time. However, the EU and the UK 

established that it is treated as if it is an EU member state for the purposes of international 

conventions, and so potentially the UK may not be in a worse position in relation to clauses agreed 

during this period. However, it is also equally unlikely to be in a better position should EU member 

states not treat clauses agreed before the UK’s exit on 31st December 2020 as subject to Hague - it 

would seem peculiar to treat clauses entered into during the transition period in a different manner. 

Scenario Two: Exclusive Jurisdiction Clause in Favour of EU Member State 

In terms of the UK, there also exists some uncertainty pertaining to whether Hague will be applied to 

the enforcement of EU judgments pursuant to an exclusive jurisdiction clause entered into prior to 

the end of the transition period. 

Under the transitional provisions in Hague, contracting member states should apply the Convention 

to enforce judgments pursuant to exclusive jurisdiction clauses in favour of other contracting states, 

supposing the Convention was in force for the chosen state at the time the clause was entered into. 
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It ought not to matter whether, at that time, the Convention was in force for the country of 

enforcement, so long as it is in force by the time the enforcement proceedings are brought forward. 

In that sense, there is a degree of asymmetry in the Hague Convention - a new contracting state must 

apply it retrospectively to clauses in favour of existing members, so long as the clause was agreed after 

the Convention came into force for that country; whereas existing members will only apply Hague 

prospectively so far as clauses in favour of the new country are concerned. 

However, there is further uncertainty as to whether the UK will implement the Convention regarding 

exclusive jurisdiction clauses in favour of EU member states, given the UK’s Hague Exit Regulations’ 

terms, which were envisioned to oversee Hague’s application on a no-deal basis.  

The regulations are vague; yet, when read in conjunction with the government’s explanatory 

memorandum, their effect appears to be that, for clauses agreed before the UK re-joins Hague, the 

UK would only apply the Hague rules where it would previously have done so; that is, where there is 

a judgment in relation to an exclusive jurisdiction clause in favour of Singapore, Montenegro or 

Mexico. This was due to the fact that Hague had been, for the most part, inapplicable between the EU 

member states and the UK, as jurisdiction clauses in favour of any EU member state are covered by 

the Recast Brussels Regulation, and a distinct provision would be made in a related statutory 

instrument dealing with the EU and the Brussels regime application. That related SI stipulated that 

where proceedings were commenced in an EU member state before exit, the subsequent judgment 

would continue to be enforced in the UK under, essentially, the Recast Brussels Regulation rules. No 

special provision was made where an exclusive jurisdiction agreement was entered into in favour of 

an EU member state court before exit, but proceedings were commenced only after exit, so that the 

Recast Brussels Regulation need not apply. 

It is anticipated that the UK government will consider the application and effect of the Hague Exit 

Regulations and the Brussels SI, and make relevant changes to safeguard the UK’s application of Hague 

to judgments given by EU member states pursuant to exclusive jurisdiction clauses entered into 

between 1st October 2015 and 31st January 2020 - and indeed during the transition period - not least 

as failing may mean that the UK would not be compliant with its obligations under the Hague 

Convention 2005. Until it does so, however, uncertainty will persist. If Hague ceases to apply, it will 

still be feasible to enforce an EU member state judgment in an English court but only by suing on the 

judgment as a debt i.e. money judgments. 

What’s Next? 

For any individual or company entering into a contract before 1st January 2021 and who have concerns 

regarding enforcement of a judgment under an exclusive English jurisdiction clause, in light of the 

uncertainties outlined above, there are a number of possibilities. 

It may be worthwhile in considering alternatives to an exclusive clause. Depending on the 

circumstances, one may opt for non-exclusive English jurisdiction, or arbitration, or a jurisdiction 

clause in favour of an EU member state court. And any of them could be combined with a requirement 

- perhaps at one’s request, should that be negotiated - to replace the clause with an exclusive English 

jurisdiction clause after 1st January 2021 so as to receive the full benefit of Hague, considering the 

advantages of enforcement against the associated disadvantages. For example, a reduction in 

flexibility should an individual or company move from a non-exclusive or unilateral clause. 
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If an individual decides to stick with an exclusive English jurisdiction clause from the outset, again, it 

could be merged with a requirement (or option) to restate the clause after that date; and even if the 

contract has already been entered into it may be possible, with the counterparty’s agreement, to 

restate the clause after 1st January 2021. 

The main priority for parties with an emerging dispute on their hands is to commence proceedings 

promptly and with efficacy if they are anxious about parallel proceedings in the EU or EFTA or 

anticipate enforcing an English judgment there.  If companies commence English proceedings before 

the end of the transition period, they will be protected by European jurisdiction and enforcement rules 

indefinitely, irrespective of when judgment is given.  Pre-action steps may be omitted if necessary.  

For those who are drafting contracts, the position in the short-term is the same as it has been since 

the British people voted for Brexit.  They should consider choosing arbitration for cross-border 

projects, since it is not directly affected by Brexit.  Arbitral awards can be enforced across borders 

relatively easily under the New York Convention 1958, which is not a creature of the EU. There is no 

piece of European legislation that specifically governs arbitration (it is excluded from the Brussels 

Regulation).  

Regardless of the strategy UK businesses adopt post-Brexit, it is certainly possible that the reputation 

the English (and also broader UK) jurisdiction has for the stability, independence and commercial 

expertise of its judiciary, advocates, experts and arbitrators is not one to be underestimated, and the 

certainty English law offers may well outweigh the uncertainty surrounding enforcement of court 

judgements posed by Brexit. 
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HOW WILL DATA BE PROTECTED? 

Once the UK has left the EU and any transition period has ended, the UK will become a third-

country for the purposes of EU data protection law which may have important consequences 

for businesses relying on the transfer of data from the EEA to the UK. For transfers of data from 

the UK to the EEA we expect that the rules and regulations will remain materially the same.  

(A) What is the GDPR? 

The GDPR requires that those who control and process personal data meet certain 

requirements and sets out a framework that gives people more control over how their data is 

used. 

The transfer of personal data from a controller or processor organisation in an EEA member 

state to a recipient located in a third-country may only take place if specified conditions are 

satisfied. In particular, it is fundamental that any transfers to third-country recipients do not 

undermine the protections offered by the GDPR17. 

Sending personal data to a third party in a country outside the EEA that does not provide the 

data subject with an adequate level of data protection is a serious breach of GDPR and will be 

subject to the full enforcement powers of the national supervisory authorities. 

National supervisory authorities have significantly enhanced powers under GDPR to enforce its 

provisions and to obtain compensation for its breach. Among other things, supervisory 

authorities are granted: 

 Wide-ranging investigative, corrective and authorisation and advisory powers18; and 

 The power to impose administrative fines19. 

In the event that personal data is sent to a third party in a country outside the EEA that does 

not provide the data subject with an adequate level of data protection, an administrative fine 

of up to €20 million or 4% of global turnover (whichever is higher) can be imposed20.  

(B) What are Adequacy Decisions? 

The Commission can examine and then recognise a third-country's data protection laws as being 

adequate by issuing an “Adequacy Decision”. The effect is that personal data can flow from the 

EEA to that third-country without the need for further safeguards. 

 

 

                                                 
17 GDPR, Article 44  

18 GDPR, Article 58  

19 GDPR, Article 83 

20 GDPR, Article 83(5)(c)   
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GDPR, Article 45 sets out a list of considerations that the Commission must take before issuing 

an Adequacy Decision. Amongst other matters, the Commission will consider the rule of law in 

the third-country, the respect given to human rights and fundamental freedoms and also 

relevant data protection legislation including laws concerning public security, defence and 

national security.  

The Commission will only issue an Adequacy Decision if it is satisfied that the third-country’s 

data protection regime offers ‘an adequate level of protection essentially equivalent to the level 

of protection ensured within the EU21. 

The following countries benefit from such a decision: Andorra, Argentina, Canada (commercial 

organisations), Faroe Islands, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Israel, Japan, Jersey, New Zealand, 

Switzerland and Uruguay (the “White List” countries). 

In any event, these decisions can be challenged and thus do not provide the same degree of 

certainty as EU membership. For instance, the United States was previously granted a partial 

Adequacy Decision via a mechanism known as the “Privacy Shield”.  

Prospects of an Adequacy Decision Being Granted to the UK 

The UK government and Commission are currently negotiating on the grant of an Adequacy 

Decision however whether the UK will be granted one by the end of 2020, or at all, remains to 

be seen at the time of writing.  

The ‘essentially equivalent’ standard referred to above is an exacting one. The EU has some of, 

if not the most, exacting data protection standards in the world and so the number of White 

List countries remains small. 

Until recently, the most high-profile Adequacy Decision was the Privacy Shield. However, the 

CJEU recently ruled that the Privacy Shield was invalid on the basis that the United States 

surveillance programmes were lacking sufficient limitations and safeguards to ensure a 

protection of rights in a way which is ‘essentially equivalent’ to the GDPR and other EU 

standards such as the Charter of Fundamental Rights22.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
21 GDPR, Recital 104 

22 Case C-311/18, Data Protection Commissioner v Facebook Ireland Limited, Maximillian Schrems (hereinafter referred to as 

“Schrems II”) (Judgement available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62018CJ0311&qid=1604655234513) 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62018CJ0311&qid=1604655234513
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62018CJ0311&qid=1604655234513
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The UK’s use of mass surveillance techniques23 may cause concern and could thus jeopardize 

the grant of an Adequacy Decision. Whilst such surveillance is nominally undertaken for the 

purposes of national security, an area otherwise reserved to member states24, the CJEU recently 

clarified in a series of cases concerning the ePrivacy Directive25 that whilst it is the responsibility 

of member states to determine their own national security measures, those measures must still 

be in accordance with EU law.  

In addition, the Data Protection, Privacy and Electronic Communications (Amendments etc) (EU 

Exit) Regulations 2019 make provision to preserve the effect of the Privacy Shield in the UK. 

Given that the CJEU struck down the Privacy Shield this would likely be another area of concern 

for the Commission in making a decision on the grating of an Adequacy Decision. 

(C) Alternatives to an Adequacy Decision 

Standard Contractual Clauses (“SCCs”) are contractual templates pre-approved by the 

Commission, which must be signed by both the data ‘exporter’ in the EEA and the ‘importer’ 

outside the EEA. Once the contract is entered into, data can move freely between the parties. 

SCCs cannot automatically be relied on where the level of protection in a third country is not 

‘essentially equivalent‘26.  

The UK’s mass surveillance regime may be problematic and cannot be sidestepped through 

using SSCs as they ‘are not capable of binding the authorities of that third country‘27. Companies 

may therefore be unable to use SCCs where, for example, the data importer is considered a 

‘telecommunications operator‘ and thus potentially subject to the bulk data retention powers 

under Part 4 of the Investigatory Powers Act 2016 

In light of the Schrems II decision, companies seeking to use SCCs are advised to consider 

applying additional safeguards. Unfortunately, the CJEU provided little clarity as to what 

safeguards would be sufficient, however the European Data Protection Board has published an 

FAQ which may be of assistance28. 

It should also be noted that putting SCCs in place can be an expensive and time consuming 

endeavour because a new contract is required for each ‘point-to-point’ transfer. 

                                                 
23 See for instance the powers granted under the terms of Part 4 of the Investigatory Powers Act 2016 

24 Treaty, Article 4(2)  

25 Case C-623/17, Privacy International (Judgement available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62017CJ0623&qid=1604655278466) and Joined Cases C-511/18, C-512/18, and C-520/18, 

La Quadrature du Net and Others (Judgement available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62018CJ0511&qid=1604655312490) 

26 Schrems II, paragraphs 104 and 137 

27 Ibid, paragraph 125 

28 Frequently Asked Questions on the judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Union in Case C-311/18 - Data 

Protection Commissioner v Facebook Ireland Ltd and Maximillian Schrems (European Data Protection Board, last accessed 6 

November 2020). Available at: https://edpb.europa.eu/our-work-tools/our-documents/ohrajn/frequently-asked-questions-

judgment-court-justice-european-union_en   

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62017CJ0623&qid=1604655278466
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62017CJ0623&qid=1604655278466
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62018CJ0511&qid=1604655312490
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A62018CJ0511&qid=1604655312490
https://edpb.europa.eu/our-work-tools/our-documents/ohrajn/frequently-asked-questions-judgment-court-justice-european-union_en
https://edpb.europa.eu/our-work-tools/our-documents/ohrajn/frequently-asked-questions-judgment-court-justice-european-union_en
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The other main alternative is to use Binding Corporate Rules (“BCRs”). BCRs require companies 

or groups of companies to commit to EU data protection standards which have been pre-

approved by a European data protection supervisory authority. BCRs have to date been used 

less-frequently as the approval process can be time-consuming and very expensive. 

The final fall-back would be that the transfer falls within one of the derogations set out in the 

GDPR. However, these are will be construed narrowly and are unlikely to be of much use where 

the intention is for repeated transfers of data. 

If all else fails, businesses may have to consider ceasing data transfers from the EEA to the UK 

all together. 

(D) Changes to UK Law on Exit 

At the end of the transition period, the changes made by secondary legislation, the Data 

Protection, Privacy and Electronic Communications (Amendments etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 

2019 (“DP Brexit Regulations”) under section 8 of the EUWA, will take effect. 

The DP Brexit Regulations will introduce a new UK GDPR and the existing GDPR will be known 

as the EU GDPR in the UK.  

They aim to ensure that the UK data protection legal framework functions correctly at the end 

of the transition period, whilst also replicating certain important features of the EU GDPR for 

domestic purposes, including its wide territorial scope.  

The DP Brexit Regulations therefore provide that the UK GDPR may apply to processing by 

controllers and processors based outside of the UK. In relation to the EU, EEA and Gibraltar, 

adequacy will be deemed for outbound data transfers. 

Therefore, from the point at which EU law ceases to be applicable in the UK, two distinct legal 

regimes will exist.  

What Will Happen to ICO?29 

ICO will cease to be a ‘supervisory authority’ and therefore organisations that previously 

considered it to be their lead supervisory authority will need to consider the following: 

 Whether an alternative EEA supervisory authority could serve that role, and 

 Which supervisory authority would have jurisdiction to investigate them.  

Organisations would need to engage with such authorities in relation to data breach 

notifications, appointments of Data Protection Officer’s and high risk processing activities.  

 

                                                 
29 ICO, ICO and the EDPB (ICO, last accessed 28 February 2019). Available at: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-

protection-and-brexit/data-protection-if-there-s-no-brexit-deal/the-gdpr/ico-and-the-edpb/  

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-and-brexit/data-protection-if-there-s-no-brexit-deal/the-gdpr/ico-and-the-edpb/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-and-brexit/data-protection-if-there-s-no-brexit-deal/the-gdpr/ico-and-the-edpb/
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EUROPEAN TRADE MARK PROTECTION FROM 1 JANUARY 202130 

From the 1 January 2021, European Union Trade Marks (“EUTMs”) will no longer protect trade marks 

in the UK. On 1 January 2021, the Intellectual Property Office (“IPO”) will create a comparable UK 

trade mark for all right holders with an existing EU trade mark. 

Existing EUTMs will still protect trade marks in EU member states. UK businesses can still to apply the 

European Union Intellectual Property Office (“EUIPO”) for an EUTM. There will be no changes to UK-

registered trade marks as a result of the UK leaving the EU. 

For those with pending EUTM application, they will be able to apply to register a comparable UK trade 

mark in the 9 months after 1 January 2021, retaining the earlier filing date of the pending EUTM. 

Receiving a Comparable UK Trade Mark 

On 1 January 2021, IPO will create a comparable UK trademark for every registered EUTM. Each of 

these UK rights will: 

 Be recorded on the UK trade mark register.  

 Have the same legal status as if there had been an application and registration under UK law. 

 Keep the original EUTM filing date. 

 Keep the original priority or UK seniority dates. 

 Be a fully independent UK trade mark that can be challenged, assigned, licensed or renewed 

separately from the original EUTM.  

Registering a Pending EUTM Application as a UK Trade Mark 

For those with an EUTM application that’s still pending on 1 January 2021, they will be able to: 

 Apply to register a comparable UK trade mark in the 9 months after 1 January 2021. 

 Retain the earlier filing date of the pending EUTM.  

 Claim any valid international priority on the pending EU application, along with any UK seniority 

claims recorded against it. 

For those applying to register for a comparable UK trade mark, the application must: 

 Relate to the same trade mark that was the subject of the EUTM application. 

 Seek protection in respect of goods and services that are identical to, or contained within, the 

corresponding EU application. 

                                                 
30 For further information see EU trade mark protection and comparable UK trade marks from 1 January 2021 (GOV.UK, last 

accessed 10 November 2020). Available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/eu-trademark-protection-and-comparable-uk-

trademarks  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/eu-trademark-protection-and-comparable-uk-trademarks
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/eu-trademark-protection-and-comparable-uk-trademarks
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If the details of the application do not match those of the corresponding EUTM application, they will 

not be able to claim the earlier EU filing or priority dates. 

Applications must be submitted within 9 months of 1 January 2021. It is intended to treat the pending 

EUTM application as a UK application and examine it under UK law. 

The usual UK fees of £170 will apply, including one class of goods or services, and an extra £50 for 

each additional class. 

For those intending to file a UK trade mark application that does not correspond to a pending EUTM 

application in the 9 months after 1 January 2021, it should be noted that someone could file a later 

UK application and claim the earlier date of a corresponding EUTM application that was pending on 1 

January 2021. Where this happens, the later-filed UK application will take precedence. 

Before applying for a UK trade mark in the 9 months after 1 January 2021, use the EU Trade Mark 

Register to check whether any EUTM applications were pending on 1 January 2021 and/or hold an 

earlier filing or priority date.  

Priority and Seniority Claims 

A priority date claimed under the Paris Convention that has been recorded against the corresponding 

EUTM will be inherited by the comparable UK trade mark. 

Accordingly, where proceedings involve a comparable UK trade mark with a priority claim inherited 

from the corresponding EUTM, the date of that priority claim will have effect. 

Seniority is a concept which derives from EU legislation and has applied only to EUTMs and UK trade 

marks that have been converted from EUTMs. From 1 January 2021, it will also apply to the UK 

comparable trade marks. 

Seniority allows a business to consolidate its multiple national registered trade marks into one single 

EUTM by retaining the ‘senior’ dates of those national rights and recording them against the EUTM. 

Where the national marks are surrendered or allowed to lapse, the owner is deemed to have the same 

rights as they would have if the earlier national mark(s) had continued to be registered. 

Seniority can determine the effective date of an existing EUTM. Seniority claims based on earlier UK 

or International (UK) trade marks will be recognised. 

The new law means that any seniority claim based on an earlier UK or International (UK) trade mark 

that has been recorded against an EUTM will be retained by the comparable UK trade mark. 

Automatic Retention of Existing Priority and Seniority Dates 

The retention of existing priority and seniority dates in comparable UK trade marks will be automatic.  

Holders of an EU right will not have to inform IPO of any earlier effective dates as the filing, priority 

and seniority information will be automatically transferred onto the new UK right. 
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The UK application process will provide a way of recording priority and seniority dates for applications 

corresponding to pending EUTM applications filed within 9 months after 31 December 2020. 

Pending Cancellation Actions 

On 1 January 2021, there will be registered cases which are going through cancellation actions. 

Comparable rights will be created from these EUTMs. However the result of a cancellation action will 

be honored on the comparable right. The cancellation will only have effect if the grounds are 

applicable in the UK. 

This means that a separate cancellation action will not need to be pursued on the comparable right 

after 1 January 2021. 

Use and Reputation 

For a national trade mark, an uninterrupted period of 5 years’ non- use in the UK can render a mark 

vulnerable to challenge. 

Applying this approach to comparable UK trade marks created on 1 January 2021, many of which will 

correspond to EUTMs that have never been used in the UK, would not provide enough protection for 

those new comparable rights. It would likely lead to outcomes that are unintended and unjust. 

To address this, the new law ensures that any use of the mark in the EU made before 1 January 2021, 

whether inside or outside the UK, will count as use of the comparable UK right. 

Where the 5-year period includes time before 1 January 2021, use in the EU will be considered. Where 

the period includes any time after 1 January 2021, use of the comparable trade mark in the EU (and 

outside of the UK) within that period will not be taken into account. 

In all cases, the 5-year period of suspended use is activated by last use of the corresponding EUTM or 

comparable trade mark. Where that use was of the corresponding EUTM, and it was made in the EU 

before 1 January 2021 (whether inside or outside of the UK), it will count for the purposes of the 

comparable trade mark. 

Assessment of Reputation 

In relation to the consideration of any time before 1 January 2021, reputation of the corresponding 

EU trade mark, in the EU but not necessarily in the UK, will be considered for the purposes of the 

comparable UK right. 

Where oppositions filed after 1 January 2021 are based on a comparable UK trade mark, the same 

approach will apply to conditions of use. 

For any part of the 5-year period that falls before 1 January 2021, use of the corresponding EU trade 

mark in the EU will be considered, regardless of whether it was inside or outside of the UK. 
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Further Changes to UK Trade Mark Law 

There are other changes that must be made to UK legislation on trade marks for the effective 

administration and implementation of the comparable rights. These are set out below. 

In addition to this, amendments to the Trade Marks Act 1994, and secondary legislation in the form 

of the Trade Marks Rules 2008, and amending and standalone regulations are required to reflect that 

the UK is, after 1 January 2021, no longer part of the EU trade mark system. 

Opting Out of the Comparable UK Trade Mark 

For those not wishing to hold the new right, they may opt out of holding it. Where someone opt outs 

the comparable right will be treated as if it had never been applied for or registered under UK law. 

An opt-out right may not be exercised if the relevant person has used the comparable UK right in the 

UK. This also applies if they have assigned or licensed or entered into an agreement in relation to it, 

or initiated litigation based upon the comparable UK right. 

Requesting an Opt-Out 

Opt-out requests can only be submitted after 1 January 2021. Any requests made before then will not 

be valid. 

A notice must be submitted to IPO providing the EUTM number, along with details of anyone with an 

interest in the EUTM. By law, notice to interested third parties must be given for opt-out to have 

effect.  

If IPO determines that an opt-out right has been exercised in circumstances where it was not 

permitted, the comparable UK trade mark may be reinstated if the equivalent or comparable UK trade 

mark was removed from the register. 

Registration Numbers for Equivalent and Comparable UK Trade Marks 

IPO will provide a means for identifying comparable UK rights and distinguishing them from existing 

UK trade marks. The number allocated to the comparable mark will be the last 8 digits of the EUTM 

prefixed with UK009. 

Renewing Trade Marks 

Once a comparable UK trade mark is created, a separate renewal fee will apply for each comparable 

UK trade mark and the existing EUTM. The fees will need to be paid separately to IPO and the EUIPO. 

For the purposes of future renewal, the comparable UK right will retain the existing renewal date of 

the corresponding EUTM. 

Under existing law, send a renewal reminder is sent to any UK trade mark owner whose right is due 

to expire, and must be done 6 months ahead of the expiry date. 
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This practice will be retained for all comparable UK trade marks with renewal dates that fall more than 

6 months after 1 January 2021. However, where the comparable UK trade mark expires in the 6 

months after 1 January 2021, a new process will be adopted. 

The law will be changed to accommodate EUTMs that have expired in the 6 months before 1 January 

2021, and are still in their late renewal period when the UK leaves the EU. 

Trade Marks that Expire 6 Months After 1 January 2021 

Where the comparable UK trade mark expires within 6 months after 1 January 2021, there will not be 

enough time for IPO to issue the standard renewal reminder in advance of the expiry date. 

A renewal reminder will be sent on the actual date of expiry, or as soon as practicable after that date. 

The reminder will inform the recipient that the comparable UK trade mark has expired. The recipient 

will be given another 6 months from the date of the letter to renew the right. This procedure equates 

to renewal of the right after its expiry date has passed. 

The ‘late’ renewal of comparable UK trade marks which have expired within 6 months after 1 January 

2021 will not be subject to an additional renewal fee. 

Where the comparable UK right is not renewed, it will be removed from the register but may be 

restored at a later date in accordance with existing UK law. 

Where an EUTM renewal date falls after 1 January 2021, early payment of the renewal fee at EUIPO, 

before 1 January 2021, will have no effect in respect of the comparable UK trade mark. 

A comparable UK trade mark with a 10-year renewal date falling at any time after 1 January 2021 will 

be subject to a UK renewal action and fee. 

This is regardless of whether a renewal action was taken on the corresponding EUTM before 1 January 

2021. 

Trade Marks that Expire Before 1 January 2021 

IPO will create comparable UK trade marks from any EUTM which: 

 Has expired in the 6 months prior to 1 January 2021. 

 Has not been subject to a late renewal action at EUIPO is still within its 6-month late renewal 

period. 

These UK rights will hold an ‘expired’ status, and their continued effect in the UK will depend on late 

renewal of the corresponding EUTM at EUIPO. 

Where the corresponding EUTM is subject to late renewal, the renewal will also have effect on the 

expired comparable UK trade mark. 

This means that the comparable UK trade mark will be automatically renewed as a result of the 

EUTM’s late renewal. 
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If the expired EUTM is not late-renewed at EUIPO, the comparable UK mark (which was created on 1 

January 2021 in the UK) will be removed from the UK register on expiry of the corresponding EUTM’s 

late renewal period, but with effect from 1 January 2021. 

Certification and Collective Marks 

As with conventional EU trade marks, IPO will create comparable UK rights from all EU certification 

and collective marks registered at EUIPO before 1 January 2021. 

Certification and collective marks perform a different function to conventional trade marks. 

Certification marks provide a guarantee that goods or services bearing the mark meet a defined 

standard or possess a particular characteristic. 

Collective marks indicate that the goods or services originate from members of a trade association, 

rather than just one trader. 

The registration of both certification and collective marks is subject to the registering authority’s 

approval of regulations governing how the marks are used. 

These regulations must be available for third parties to view and, in the case of many EU certification 

and collective marks, they will be in languages other than English. 

IPO will not automatically import onto the trade mark register the regulations governing use of the EU 

mark at the point of creating the comparable UK right. 

IPO will not request that the holder provide an English translation immediately after 1 January 2021. 

IPO will contact the owner of a comparable UK certification or collective mark when they need to 

inspect the regulations. Where they are in a language other than English, they will request a translated 

version of the regulations. Failure to provide translated regulations will result in the loss of the right. 

Licences, Security Interests and Assignments 

Subject to any specific conditions it may require, the new law confirms that a licence or security 

interest recorded against an EUTM will continue to have legal effect in the UK. This licence or security 

interest may authorise actions in the UK which would otherwise infringe the EUTM. 

Any licence or security interest that refers to an EUTM and authorises acts in the UK will be treated as 

if it applies to the comparable UK trade mark. 

It is important to notify any licencees of the new right, and check that the creation of the new right 

does not breach any agreement. 

UK law does not require that transactions are registered per se. Licences and securities registered at 

IPO within 6 months of the transaction provide some protections which do not apply to unregistered 

transactions. 
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These protections help people with an interest in the trade mark and those seeking full relief for 

infringement. The protections are largely dependent upon proof that an application to register a 

transaction has been made. 

IPO recognize that applications to register licenses and security interests relating to comparable trade 

marks cannot be submitted before those rights are created. 

The period for recording a transaction on the UK register will be extended to 12 months from 1 January 

2021. This is in respect of the UK comparable trade mark for a license or security interest already 

registered in the EUTM register. 

Where an EUTM has been the subject of an assignment before 1 January 2021 that has not been 

recorded in the EUTM register, the comparable trade mark will be granted to the assignor. 

The assignor or the assignee will have the right after 1 January 2021 to apply for the registration of 

the comparable trade mark in the name of the assignee. 

Jurisdictional Arrangements and Pending Proceedings 

UK courts can currently act as EU courts in trade mark actions relating to EU trade marks. Cases are 

heard under the EU Trade Mark Regulation, and the court can issue pan-EU injunctions. 

It is anticipated that on 1 January 2021 there will be a small number of ongoing cases. The new 

legislation ensures these cases will continue to be heard as if the UK were still an EU member state. 

Actions and remedies taken or granted by the court are applicable to the comparable UK right only. 

As the UK will no longer be under the jurisdiction of the EU legal system after 1 January 2021, any EU-

wide injunctions will not apply to the comparable UK right. 

This applies to instances where there is a defendant in IPO proceedings based on an EUTM. It also 

applies to the holders of an EUTM involved in proceedings to oppose or cancel a UK trade mark. 

These proceedings will continue towards resolution on the basis of the law as it stood before 1 January 

2021. 

Existing Injunctions 

Court injunctions can prohibit actions which would otherwise give rise to the infringement of a 

registered trade mark. 

Where an injunction in place at 1 January 2021 prohibits actions in the UK which would infringe an 

existing EUTM, the terms of that injunction will be treated as if they also apply to the comparable UK 

trade mark 

EUTM Registrations and Applications Reinstated After 1 January 2021 

Under the EU Trade Mark Regulation, a right that has been struck from the EU register because of the 

applicant or owner’s failure to meet a deadline may be reinstated later and treated as if it had 

continuous legal effect. 
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Comparable UK trade marks will only be created from EUTMs which are actively registered 

immediately before 1 January 2021. EU rights not registered on that date but which are subject to 

reinstatement will not automatically result in the grant of comparable UK rights. 

To address this, the new law provides holders and applicants of reinstated EU rights with the means 

to preserve those rights in the UK. 

Where registered EU rights are reinstated after 1 January 2021, and the proprietor notifies IPO of this, 

a comparable UK trade mark will be created. 

Reinstatement of EU rights can only occur where application is made to the EUIPO within one year of 

the missed deadline. 

The holders a registered EUTM which was reinstated after 1 January 2021 who have not been granted 

a comparable UK trade mark should inform IPO within 6 months.  

For those with a pending EUTM application which was reinstated after 1 January 2021 which holds a 

filing date before 1 January 2021, they may submit a UK trade mark application claiming the earlier 

EU filing or priority date. This can be done within 9 months of the date on which the corresponding 

EU trade mark application was restored. 

Conversion 

An EU trade mark registration or application that has been refused or withdrawn may be converted 

into a national right. This is subject to certain conditions, and provided that the application for 

conversion is submitted to the EUIPO within 3 months of the EU right ceasing to have effect. 

Where conversion takes place, the resulting national right will inherit the earlier filing, UK seniority, 

and priority dates held by the EU right. 

On 1 January 2021, the EU Register will contain a small number of rights which, while being either 

refused or withdrawn, are within the 3-month period provided for the purposes of requesting 

conversion into a national right. 

Because of their status on 1 January 2021, these EU rights will not be included in our exercise to create 

comparable UK trade marks. 

It is recognised that any EUTM refused or withdrawn within the 3 months prior to 1 January 2021 still 

enjoys the right to conversion into a UK trade mark. This right will be honoured. 

Where an EUTM registration or application was refused or withdrawn at 1 January 2021, but such 

action occurred less than 3 months before that date, the law preserves the right to seek conversion 

of the EU right into a UK right. 

That right is only effective for a period of 3 months after the date of the final decision giving effect to 

refusal or withdrawal of the EU right. 
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Anyone seeking to exercise conversion rights after 1 January 2021 should apply to register a UK trade 

mark and claim the earlier filing or priority date of EU application/registration which has been 

subsequently refused or withdrawn. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE MARK PROTECTION FROM 1 JANUARY 202131 

International trade mark registrations protected in the EU under the Madrid Protocol will no longer 

enjoy protection in the UK after 1 January 2021. 

Comparable Trade Mark (IR)  

For all protected international (EU) trade mark designations comparable UK trade marks will be 

created, which will be recorded on the UK register. 

International trade mark registrations protected in the EU under the Madrid Protocol will no longer 

enjoy protection in the UK after 1 January 2021. 

To address this, on 1 January 2021 a comparable trade mark (IR) will be created in relation to each 

international (EU) trade mark designation which has protected status immediately before 1 January 

2021. 

Each new UK right will be treated as if applied for and registered under UK law, and may be challenged, 

assigned, licensed or renewed separately from the original international registration. 

Numbering of Comparable Trade Mark 

The number allocated to the comparable trade mark (IR) will be the last 8 digits of the international 

(EU) trade mark prefixed with UK008. This will provide users with a means for identifying UK rights 

created from international registrations and distinguishing them from existing UK trade marks. 

Pending Applications 

Those holding a pending EU designation on 1 January 2021 will be able to apply to register a UK trade 

mark in the 9 months after 1 January 2021 and retain the earlier filing date of the pending EU 

designation. 

Comparable trade marks (IR) will only be created from international (EU) designations that are 

protected immediately before 1 January 2021 

Automatic creation of UK comparable marks will not apply to those EU designations that, having been 

requested prior to 1 January 2021, have not, at 1 January 2021, been subject to a statement of 

protection issued by EUIPO. 

Those who have previously submitted an application for protection of an international (EU) trade 

mark, and have an international registration that is dated before 1 January 2021, may claim that date 

in a UK application for the same trade mark. 

                                                 
31 For further information see Changes to international trade mark registrations after 1 January 2021 (GOV.UK, last accessed 

10 November 2020). Available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/changes-to-international-trade-mark-registrations-after-

the-transition-period  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/changes-to-international-trade-mark-registrations-after-the-transition-period
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/changes-to-international-trade-mark-registrations-after-the-transition-period
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The same applies to those who have sought EU protection by requesting a subsequent designation, 

and it was recorded on the International Register before 1 January 2021. 

In both cases, they may claim the earlier date of the international registration or subsequent 

designation if applying to register the same trade mark within 9 months after 1 January 2021. 

Where an application for protection of an international (EU) trade mark or a request for EU protection 

via a subsequent designation was submitted at a national office before 1 January 2021, confirmation 

of the international registration or subsequent designation may not be received until after 1 January 

2021. 

In this scenario, it is still possible to claim the earlier international (EU) date when applying to register 

the same trade mark in the UK. 

To do so, the UK application must be filed within 9 months of the date on which the international 

registration was recorded by the World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”) or, in the case of 

a subsequent designation, the date on which the request for EU protection was recorded in the 

International Register. 

Where a UK application claiming the earlier international (EU) date is filed at IPO within either of the 

two 9-month periods referred to above, the application will be examined under UK law. 

These applications will be treated as a UK trade mark application. They will be examined under UK 

law. In these circumstances, the standard UK fee structure will apply.  

Users should note that international (EU) trade marks that have been subject to a notice of refusal 

issued by the EUIPO prior to 1 January 2021 cannot be used for the purposes of claiming an earlier 

date when filing a corresponding UK application. 

Pending Applications to Transform an International Registration 

If an international registration has been cancelled and a request has been filed to transform an 

international trade mark (EU) into an EU trade mark which is still pending at 1 January 2021, a UK 

trade mark application may be filed. 

Provided that the application is submitted to IPO within 9 months of 1 January 2021, it will be possible 

to claim the earlier date assigned to the EU designation. 

Where the corresponding EU designation was protected at the time of its cancellation, the date that 

may be claimed for the UK application will be the date of the international registration. 

Where EU protection was obtained through a subsequent designation, the date on which the request 

was recorded in the international register may be claimed for the UK application. 

Where the EU designation was not yet protected at the time of its cancellation, it is possible claim the 

date of the international application. In the case of a subsequent designation, the date on which the 

request was recorded in the international register may be claimed. 
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In all cases, if a priority claim under the Paris Convention was attached to a cancelled international 

registration, that date may be claimed against a UK application. This will be effective for the purposes 

of determining which rights take precedence. 

Opt Out of Receiving a UK Comparable Trade Mark 

Owners of protected international (EU) trade marks may opt out of receiving a UK comparable trade 

mark. They are able to do this through the same opt out mechanism as is being provided for holders 

of Registered Community Designs (RCD), international (EU) Designs, and EU trade marks. 

For those wishing to opt out, they will need to submit a short notice providing the number of the 

international registration together with details of any persons with a registered interest in the right. 

The effect of such an opt out is that the comparable trade mark (IR) will be treated as if it had never 

been applied for or registered under UK law. 

If an international registration contains more than one EU designation because of a subsequent 

request for protection, it will receive multiple comparable trade marks (IR). In this scenario, a single 

opt out request will apply to all comparable trade marks (IR) held by the requestor.  

Renewals and Restoration 

For future renewals, comparable trade marks (IR) that have been created from a protected EU 

designation filed as part of an international application will inherit the existing renewal date of the 

corresponding international registration. 

Where created from an EU subsequent designation, the comparable mark will adopt the date of that 

subsequent designation for the purpose of future renewal. 

The UK renewal date for comparable trade marks (IR) that correspond to an EU subsequent 

designation will be different from that recorded against the corresponding international registration. 

As with comparable trade marks created from EUTMs, renewal reminder notices will be sent to 

holders of comparable trade marks (IR) which are due to expire at any point after the 6-month period 

following 1 January 2021. 

A new approach is being introduced to accommodate comparable trade marks (IR) that expire within 

the 6-month period following 1 January 2021. 

Provision is also being made for international registrations that have expired within the 6 months prior 

to 1 January 2021 and which are still in their late renewal period. 

Comparable Trade Marks Which Expire After 1 January 2021 

Where a comparable trade mark (IR) expires within the period of 6 months immediately after 1 

January 2021, a reminder renewal notice will be sent on the actual date of expiry (or as soon as is 

practicable after that date). 
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This notice will inform the recipient that the registration of the comparable trade mark (IR) has 

expired, and that they will be provided with a further 6-month renewal period. This will run from the 

date of the notice. 

The following should be noted: 

 This procedure equates to renewal of a comparable trade mark (IR) after its expiry date has 

passed. 

 The ‘late’ renewal of rights which have expired at any time within the 6 months after 1 January 

2021 will not be subject to an additional late renewal fee. 

 Where a comparable trade mark (IR) corresponds to an EU subsequent designation, its renewal 

date will be different from the renewal date accorded to the international registration. 

 Where the ten-year anniversary of the date of an EU subsequent designation falls at any time 

after 1 January 2021, that date shall become the comparable trade mark’s renewal date. It will 

still be required to renew it at the IPO. 

 Renewal of a corresponding international registration at WIPO will have no bearing on renewal 

of the comparable trade mark. 

 Where an international registration’s renewal date falls after 1 January 2021, early payment of 

the renewal fee at WIPO, on a date prior to 1 January 2021, will have no effect in respect of the 

comparable trade mark (IR). 

 Any comparable trade mark (IR) with a renewal date falling at any time after 1 January 2021 will 

be subject to a UK renewal action and fee. This will be regardless of whether a renewal action 

was taken on the corresponding international registration before 1 January 2021. 

 Where the comparable UK right is not renewed, it will be removed from the register but may 

be restored at a later date in accordance with existing UK law. 

International Trade Marks Which Expire Before 1 January 2021 

A comparable trade mark (IR) will be created from any international registration that has expired in 

the 6 months prior to 1 January 2021. 

These UK rights will hold an ‘expired’ status, and their continued effect in the UK will be dependent 

upon late renewal of the corresponding international registration at WIPO. The following should be 

noted: 

 Where that registration has been subject to late renewal, and the holder has informed the IPO 

about such action, the late renewal of the international registration will have effect on the expired 

comparable trade mark. 

 This means that the comparable trade mark will be automatically renewed as a result of the 

international registration’s late renewal. 
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 In this scenario, it will not be necessary to pay any renewal fees in respect of the renewal of the 

comparable trade mark (IR) which derived from the international trade mark. 

 Where a comparable trade mark (IR) corresponds to an EU subsequent designation, it will inherit 

the date of EU protection for that designation. This date will be used for future renewals. 

Validity of ‘New’ UK Expiry Date 

The ‘new’ UK expiry date adopted by the comparable trade mark will be redundant in the following 

circumstances: 

 Where the EU subsequent designation relates to an international registration that has expired in 

the 6 months prior to 1 January 2021 and has not yet been renewed. 

 Where the international registration is still in its late-renewal period. 

 The UK expiry date will only become effective once the corresponding international registration 

has itself been renewed at WIPO.  

The effect of this will depend upon the dates of an international registration and EU subsequent 

designation. In some scenarios, there may be an obligation to pay a UK renewal fee very soon after 

renewing an international registration. 

Conversely, a comparable trade mark may enjoy nearly ten years’ protection before the first UK 

renewal is triggered. 

Users should note that holders must inform the IPO that their corresponding international registration 

has been late-renewed at WIPO within 9 months of 1 January 2021. Failure to provide notification 

within that period will result in the comparable trade mark (IR) being removed from the UK register. 

The comparable trade mark (IR) will be treated as if it had never been applied for or registered under 

UK law. This will be the case even if that international registration has been subject to late renewal. 

Effect of Priority and Seniority Claims 

Priority Date 

A priority date claimed under the Paris Convention that has been recorded against the corresponding 

international (EU) trade mark will be inherited by the comparable UK trade mark. 

The date of that priority claim will have effect where proceedings involve a comparable UK trade mark 

(IR) with a priority claim inherited from the corresponding international (EU) designation. 

Seniority of a Trade Mark 

Seniority is a concept which derives from EU legislation. It applies only to EU trade marks (EUTM), UK 

trade marks that have been converted from EUTMs, and international EU designations. 
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From 1 January 2021 it will also apply to the UK comparable trade marks which derive from EUTMs or 

international trade marks (EU) which themselves claimed seniority of a trade mark. 

It allows a business to consolidate their national registered trade marks into one single international 

(EU) designation (or EUTM). 

It does this by retaining the ‘senior’ dates of those national rights and recording them against the 

international (EU) designation (or EUTM). 

Where the national marks are surrendered or allowed to lapse, the owner is deemed to have the same 

rights as they would have if the earlier national mark(s) had continued to be registered. 

Seniority can determine the effective date of an existing international (EU) designation. Seniority 

claims based on earlier UK or international (UK) trade marks will be recognised. 

The new law ensures that any seniority claim based on an earlier UK or international (UK) trade mark 

which has been recorded against an international (EU) designation will be retained by the comparable 

UK trade mark. The retention of existing priority and seniority dates in comparable UK trade marks 

will be automatic. 

As the holder of an international (EU) right, it will not be required to inform IPO of any earlier effective 

dates. This is because filing, priority and seniority information will be automatically transferred onto 

the new UK right. 

The UK application process will provide a means for recording priority and seniority dates for 

applications corresponding to a pending international (EU) application filed within 9 months after 1 

January 2021. 

Certification and Collective Marks 

As with conventional EU Trade Marks, comparable UK rights will be created from all EU certification 

and collective marks registered at EUIPO before 1 January 2021. Certification and collective marks 

perform a different function to conventional trade marks. 

Certification marks provide a guarantee that goods or services bearing the mark meet a defined 

standard or possess a particular characteristic. 

Collective marks indicate that the goods or services originate from members of a trade association, 

rather than just one trader. 

The registration of both certification and collective marks is subject to the registering authority’s 

approval of regulations governing how the marks are used. 

These regulations must be available for third parties to view and, in the case of many International 

(EU) designations being treated as EU certification and collective marks, they will be in languages other 

than English. 
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As with conventional protected trade marks designating the EU, comparable UK rights will be created 

from all international (EU) trade marks which, for the purposes of the European Union Trade Mark 

Regulation, are treated as EU certification and collective marks, and which are protected immediately 

before 1 January 2021. 

The regulations governing use of those international (EU) rights will not automatically be imported 

onto the UK trade mark register 

Holders will not be requested provide an English translation immediately after 1 January 2021. 

Instead, where someone become the holder of a comparable UK certification or collective mark, they 

will be contacted the regulations need to be inspected (for example, where the mark becomes subject 

to proceedings). 

Where the regulations are in a language other than English, at that point request a translation will be 

requested. Failure to provide translated regulations will result in loss of the right. 

Use and Reputation 

The new law ensures that any use of the mark in the EU, whether inside or outside of the UK, which 

has been made prior to 1 January 2021, will count as use of the comparable UK right. 

For a national trade mark, an uninterrupted period of five years of non-use in the UK can render a 

mark vulnerable to challenge. 

Applying this approach to comparable UK trade marks created on 1 January 2021, many of which will 

correspond to international (EU) trade marks that have never been used in the UK, would fail to 

provide sufficient protection for those new comparable rights and would likely lead to outcomes that 

are both unintended and unjust. 

To address this issue, the new law ensures that any use of the mark in the EU, whether inside or 

outside of the UK, which has been made prior to 1 January 2021, will count as use of the comparable 

UK right. 

Where the relevant five-year period includes time prior to 1 January 2021, use in the EU will be 

considered in assessing whether there has been use of the mark. 

Where the period includes any time after 1 January 2021, use of the comparable trade mark in the EU 

(and outside of the UK) within that period will not be taken into account. 

In all cases, the five-year period of suspended use is activated by last use of the corresponding 

international (EU) trade mark or comparable trade mark. 

Where that use was of the corresponding international (EU) trade mark, and it was made in the EU 

prior to 1 January 2021 (whether inside or outside of the UK), it will count for the purposes of the 

comparable trade mark. 

A similar approach is being applied to the assessment of reputation. 
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In relation to the consideration of any time prior to 1 January 2021, reputation of the corresponding 

international (EU) trade mark, in the EU but not necessarily in the UK, will be considered for the 

purposes of the comparable UK right.  
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CHANGES TO SPC AND PATENT LAW FROM 1 JANUARY 202132 

The Patents (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (the “Patents Regulations”) will come into effect 

at the end of the transition period on 31 December 2020. These regulations will bring current EU 

legislation into UK law as far as possible, to maintain current systems and processes. 

Changes to SPC Law 

Manufacturing Waiver 

In July 2019, a new EU law introduced a manufacturing waiver to the SPC system. As this new law 

came into force after the Patents Regulations were made on 4 April 2019, it has not been fixed by 

those Regulations so that it works correctly as UK law after the transition period. The Government are 

considering the final form of legislation to be laid before Parliament to remedy this. 

SPC Law: What Stays the Same 

SPC applications which are pending at the end of the transition period will be examined under the 

current framework. Any SPC which is granted based on those applications will provide the same 

protection as existing SPCs. 

Applying for an SPC  

From 1 January 2021, you will apply for an SPC in the same way: by submitting an application to the 

IPO. The same timescales for when the application must be filed will apply. 

You will need to provide the same documentation and evidence as currently required. This includes 

information on both the UK marketing authorisation and the earliest marketing authorisation for this 

product in the EEA, if it predates the UK authorisation. 

Existing SPCs and SPC Applications 

If you have an SPC that has already taken effect, it will remain in effect after 31 December 2020. SPCs 

granted but not yet in force will come into force at the end of the associated patent term as normal. 

If you have a pending application for an SPC, it will continue to progress. You will not need to refile. 

Requirements for Getting an SPC  

The current EU law states that an SPC can only be granted if the product is protected by a patent, and 

covered by a marketing authorisation, in the member state where SPC protection is being sought. This 

will not change. 

                                                 
32 For further information see Changes to SPC and patent law from 1 January 2021 (GOV.UK, last accessed 23 November 

2020). Available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/changes-to-spc-and-patent-law-after-the-transition-period  
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You must have a patent that is valid in the UK, and a marketing authorisation which allows the product 

to be sold on the UK market at the time you apply for an SPC. 

Duration of an SPC  

An SPC filed after the end of the transition period will get the same term of protection as it would if 

filed before. This will still be calculated based on the first authorisation to place the product on the 

market in either the UK or the EEA. 

Fees 

After the end of the transition period, the IPO will continue to have the power to charge fees on SPCs. 

The fees will not change on 1 January 2021.  

Challenging and Enforcing SPC Rights 

The current EU law states that the validity of an SPC can be challenged before whichever national body 

is responsible for handling patent revocation actions.  

Infringement of an SPC is to be dealt with in the same way as infringement of the original patent. In 

the UK, this is normally through the civil courts or, in theory, before the IPO. 

From 1 January 2021, you will still be able to bring these actions before the IPO or the courts on the 

same grounds as before. 

The Patents Regulations only replace the general references to national bodies with specific 

references to the UK authorities. 

Changes to Patent Law 

A few specific areas of the patents process have been adjusted by the Patents Regulations. 

Cross-Licensing with Plant Variety Rights 

From 1 January 2021, Community plant variety rights will no longer have effect in the UK. You will not 

be able to use them to get a compulsory licence on a patent in the UK. 

You will still be able to do so based on UK plant breeders’ rights. This will include Community plant 

variety rights that are converted to UK rights at the end of the transition period. 

Security for Costs 

The Patents Rules contain provisions on when a party to proceedings before the IPO can be required 

to provide security for costs or expenses incurred by the other side. 

The EU’s arrangements for civil judicial cooperation mean that an EEA resident cannot be the subject 

of an order to provide such security. 

From 1 January 2021, the UK will fall outside of those arrangements and the exception will no longer 

apply. 
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The Patents Regulations remove the exemption for EEA residents, so that any person resident outside 

the UK may be subject to an order for security. 

Patent Law: What Stays the Same 

Patent Applications and Existing Rights 

You can continue to apply for, and be granted, a patent by the IPO. Pending applications for patents 

will continue to be assessed on the same basis. 

The requirements and processes for grant will not change, nor will the rights you obtain when a patent 

is granted. Any existing rights and licences in force in the UK will remain in force after the transition 

period. If legal proceedings involving these rights or licences are underway, they will continue 

unaffected. 

UK Patent Protection and Representation at the European Patent Office 

You can continue to apply to the EPO for patent protection which will cover the UK. Existing patents 

from the EPO are also unaffected. 

UK-based European Patent Attorneys can continue to represent applicants at the EPO.  

The UK will continue to be a participating state in the European Patent Convention. 

Legal Representation 

You will not need to change your legal representative, which can still be located in the UK, Isle of Man, 

or the EEA. Communications between patent attorneys and their clients will remain privileged, as this 

is not subject to EU membership. 

Address for Service 

From 1 January 2021, you will continue to be able to use an address for service located in the UK, EEA, 

or the Channel Islands, and these will continue to be accepted by the IPO. The Patents Regulations 

make a minor change only to clarify that the UK is no longer an EEA state. 

Judgements of the Court of Justice of the European Union 

After the Transition Period, it will no longer be possible for UK courts to make references to the CJEU 

for interpretation of the SPC legislation and other retained EU law. 

Judgements of the CJEU issued before 31 December 2020 will continue to apply to the retained EU 

law after the transition period. The amendments made by the Patents Regulations are written to have 

the same meaning as the original EU legislation, so that existing case law still applies. 

Other than these pending referrals, UK courts will not be required to follow judgements of the CJEU 

issued from 1 January 2021 onwards. They may be taken into account, but it will be for the court to 

determine the extent to which the post-transition period case law applies. This will also apply to 

hearings before the IPO on SPC-related matters. 
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CHANGES TO EU AND INTERNATIONAL DESIGNS PROTECTION FROM 1 JANUARY 2021 

What Will Change After the End of the Transition Period? 

At the end of the transition period (1 January 2021), registered Community designs (“RCDs”) and 

unregistered Community designs (“UCDs”), will no longer be valid in the UK. 

These rights will be immediately and automatically replaced by UK rights. Those who own an existing 

right will not need to do anything at this stage. 

Design protection can currently be obtained via a registered right or an unregistered right in the 

following ways: 

 A national registered design granted by the IPO of the UK.  

 A registered Community design granted by the EUIPO.  

 An international registration designating either the UK or the EU, filed under the Hague 

Agreement at WIPO.  

 Unregistered protection can be obtained in the UK through the UK design right and the EU 

unregistered Community design. 

On 1 January 2021, any existing RCDs, UCDs and International (EU) designs will only cover the 

remaining EU member states. 

Registered Design 

Creation of the Re-Registered Design 

All registered and published RCDs will have comparable UK designs, which will be recorded on the UK 

register. These will be treated as if they had been applied for and registered under UK law. 

The legislative changes introduced in the UK will ensure that the holder of an RCD is provided with an 

equivalent UK right. They will retain the registration and application dates recorded against the 

corresponding RCDs and will inherit any priority dates. 

As fully independent UK rights, they may be challenged, assigned, licensed or renewed separately from 

the original RCD. 

Re-registered designs will be created at no cost to the RCD holder. 

Pending Applications 

On 1 January 2021, there will be a small number of RCD applications that are still pending in the EU 

system. 

For those who hold a pending RCD application on 1 January 2021, they will be able to apply to register 

a UK design in the 9 months after 1 January 2021 and retain the earlier filing date of the pending RCD. 
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To do so, the UK application must relate to the same design as that filed in the pending RCD 

application. 

If the details of the UK application do not match those of the corresponding RCD application, then the 

earlier EU date(s) will not be recognised. 

Our digital and paper forms will be amended to include a new section for claiming the earlier filing 

date of the corresponding RCD application. 

These applications will be treated as a UK registered design application. They will be examined under 

UK law. In these circumstances, the standard UK fee structure will apply. 

Effect of Priority Claims 

A priority date claimed under the Paris Convention that has been recorded against the corresponding 

RCD will be inherited by the re-registered design. The date of that priority claim will have effect where 

proceedings involve a re-registered design with a priority claim inherited from the corresponding RCD. 

Changes to Legislation Related to UK Design and International Design and Trade Mark Law 

How UK Design and International Design and Trade Mark Law Currently Works 

There are other changes that must be made to UK legislation on designs for the effective 

administration and implementation of the comparable rights. These are set out below. 

The primary UK legislation on registered designs is The Registered Designs Act 1949. There is also 

secondary legislation, mainly contained within the Registered Design Rules 2006, together with 

amending and standalone regulations. 

RCDs and UCDs are defined by Council Regulation (EC) No 6/2002 on Community designs. Registered 

and unregistered Community designs both have effect in the UK. 

The Community design regulation has been amended to apply the Hague System for the international 

registration of industrial designs to the EU. Separately, the Registered Designs Act has been amended 

to apply the Hague System to the UK as an individual country. 

Changing UK Design Law 

On 1 January 2021, all existing RCDs, UCDs and international design registrations designating the EU 

will no longer provide protection in the UK. As a result, existing legislation must be amended to ensure 

that UK protection granted by these rights is preserved and allows UK law to continue to function 

effectively. 

In addition, it will be necessary to remove or amend many of the existing references to the EU, EEA, 

and Member States that will become redundant or inappropriate. 
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Numbering of Re-Registered Design 

The number allocated to the re-registered design will consist of the full RCD number prefixed with the 

digit ‘9’. This will provide users with a means of identifying re-registered rights created from RCDs and 

distinguishing them from existing UK registered designs. 

Opt Out 

Approximately 700,000 designs will be created re-registered on 1 January 2021, however it is 

recognised that some RCD holders may not want to be granted such a right. 

Holders of the new right will be allowed to ‘opt out’ of holding it. Opting out will mean that the re-

registered design will be treated as if it had never been applied for or registered under UK law. 

The opt out right may not be exercised if the right holder has assigned, licensed or entered into an 

agreement in relation to the re-registered design or launched proceedings based upon it. 

How to Request an Opt Out 

To request an opt out, a short notice must be submitted providing to IPO with the RCD number, along 

with details of any persons with an interest in the right. The new law requires that notice to interested 

third parties must be given for opt out to have effect. 

Therefore, where needed, confirmation that such action has been taken may be required. Opt out 

requests should only be submitted after 1 January 2021. Any requests made before this day will not 

be valid. 

Opt out requests should only be submitted after 1 January 2021. Any requests made before this day 

will not be valid. 

Renewals and Restoration 

Once re-registered UK design rights are created, a separate renewal fee will apply for each re-

registered UK design. Both UK registered designs and RCDs can be renewed every 5 years up to a 

maximum of 25 years. 

Once a re-registered design is created, a separate renewal fee will apply for both that UK right and the 

corresponding RCD. The fees will need to be paid separately to IPO and to EUIPO. 

For the purposes of future renewal, the re-registered design will retain the existing renewal date of 

the corresponding RCD. 

Under existing law, a renewal reminder is sent to any UK registered design owner whose right is due 

to expire, and must be done in advance of the expiry date. This practice will be retained for all re-

registered designs with renewal dates which fall more than 6 months after the end of the 

implementation period. 

However, where the re-registered design expires within the 6 month period that falls after 1 January 

2021, a new procedure will be adopted. 
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The law will be changed to accommodate RCDs that have expired in the 6 months before 1 January 

2021, and which are still in their late renewal period when the UK leaves the EU. 

Designs Which Expire After 1 January 2021 

The same procedure for renewal and late renewal of registered designs under the Registered Designs 

Act and the Registered Designs Rules will apply to re-registered designs. 

Reminder renewal notices will be sent on the actual day of expiry (or as soon as is practicable after 

that date). This notice will inform the recipient that the re-registered design has expired, and will 

provide them with a further 6 month period, running from the date of the notice, in which the right 

may be renewed. 

Where the re-registered design will expire within 6 months after 1 January 2021, the usual additional 

renewal fee will not be payable. 

In addition to the new reminder notice being sent on or soon after the day of expiry, those with re-

registered designs that expire within the fourth, fifth and sixth months after 1 January 2021 will also 

receive the conventional advance reminder notice in the usual manner. 

Where the re-registered design is not renewed, it will be removed from the register. It may be restored 

at a later date in accordance with existing UK law. 

It should be noted that where an RCD’s renewal date falls after 1 January 2021, early payment of the 

renewal fee at EUIPO, on a date prior to 1 January 2021, will have no effect in respect of the re-

registered design. 

Any re-registered design with a renewal date falling at any time after 1 January 2021 will be subject 

to a UK renewal action and fee. This is regardless of whether a renewal action was taken on the 

corresponding RCD before 1 January 2021. 

Designs WHICH EXPIRE BEFORE 1 January 2021 

A re-registered design from any RCD will be created which: 

 Expired in the 6 months prior to 1 January 2021. 

 Has not been subject to a late renewal action at EUIPO by is still within its 6 month late renewal 

period on 1 January 2021. 

These re-registered designs will hold an ‘expired’ status. Their continued effect in the UK will be 

dependent upon late renewal of the corresponding RCD at EUIPO. 

Where the corresponding RCD is subject to late renewal, that renewal will also have effect on the 

expired re-registered design. This means that the re-registered design will be automatically renewed 

as a result of the RCD’s late renewal. 
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If the expired RCD is not late-renewed at EUIPO, then the re-registered design (which was created on 

1 January 2021 in the UK) will be removed from the UK register on expiry of the corresponding RCD’s 

late renewal period. 

It will then be treated as if it had never been applied for or registered under UK law. 

RCD Registrations and Applications Reinstated After 1 January 2021 

Under the Community Design Regulation, a right that has been struck from the EU register because of 

the applicant or owner’s failure to meet a deadline may be reinstated later and treated as if it had 

continuous legal effect. 

Re-registered designs will only be created from RCDs which are registered within 6 months of its 

renewal date prior to 1 January 2021. 

Therefore, EU rights which are not registered on that date but which are subject to reinstatement will 

not automatically result in the grant of re-registered designs. To address this, the new law provides 

holders and applicants of reinstated EU rights with the means to preserve those rights in the UK. 

Where RCDs are reinstated after 1 January 2021, and the proprietor notifies IPO of such action, a re-

registered design will be created. Reinstatement of EU rights can only occur where application is made 

to the EUIPO within one year of the missed deadline. 

Deferred Publication 

Where Publication of the RCD is Deferred at EUIPO  

Under the new law, an RCD that is deferred on exit day will be treated as being equivalent to a pending 

application. The publication of an RCD may be deferred at EUIPO for up to thirty months. 

Where deferment is requested, EUIPO will not publish the design until either the holder has paid a 

publication fee and the deferment period has elapsed, or the holder requests publication before such 

expiry. 

Whilst the deferment period is ongoing, EUIPO will only publish basic details about the right holder 

and the filing date. 

The holder of a deferred RCD can preserve its earlier filing and priority dates in the UK by filing an 

equivalent registered design application within nine months after exit day. 

The application will not be the subject of a substantive examination, because the RCD has already 

been examined by EUIPO. 

Applying for the UK Registered Design to be Deferred 

There is currently no framework in UK legislation creating the right to defer publication of a registered 

design. As a matter of practice, the IPO permits applicants to defer publication of their design by up 

to 12 months. 
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The examples below explain when a design will be published where the RCD is subject to deferment 

at the EUIPO, and a corresponding UK application is made which seeks to retain the earlier RCD dates 

and requests UK deferment. 

Pre-1 January 2021 

Filing Date of 

Deferred RCD 

Amount of Maximum 

RCD Deferment 

Period Remaining at  

1 January 2021 

Post-January 2021 

Filing Date of UK 

Application 

How Long Publication 

Will be Deferred 

1 October 2018 3 months 1 March 2021 1 month 

1 January 2020 18 months  1 October 2021 9 months  

1 November 2020 28 months  1 October 2021 12 months  

31 December 2020 30 months  31 March 2021 12 months  

UK registered design applications, that do not seek to retain earlier filing and priority dates of a 

corresponding RCD that was deferred on 1 January 2021, may request UK deferment in the normal 

manner. 

In such cases, a period of twelve months’ deferment will run from the date on which the UK application 

was filed. This is regardless of whether that date falls inside or outside of the nine months after 1 

January 2021. 

Changes to Legislation Related to UK Design and International Design Law 

How UK Design and International Design Law Currently Works 

The primary UK legislation on registered designs is The Registered Designs Act 1949. There is also 

secondary legislation, mainly contained within the Registered Design Rules 2006, together with 

amending and standalone regulations. 

RCDs and UCDs are defined by Council Regulation (EC) No 6/2002 on Community designs. Registered 

and unregistered Community designs both have effect in the UK. 

The Community design regulation has been amended to apply the Hague System for the international 

registration of industrial designs to the EU. Separately, the Registered Designs Act has been amended 

to apply the Hague System to the UK as an individual country. 

Changing UK Design Law 

After 1 January 2021, international design and trade mark registrations designating the EU will no 

longer provide protection in the UK. 
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COPYRIGHT LAW FROM 1 JANUARY 202133 

Copyright is a national right which each country provides separately. However, it is largely harmonised 

by a number of treaties and, in the EU, by a body of EU copyright legislation that builds on those 

treaties. 

A substantial part of UK copyright law is derived from the EU copyright framework. Because of this, 

there are references in UK law to the EU, the EEA, and member states. Some of these references occur 

in the UK’s implementation of EU cross-border copyright arrangements. These arrangements apply 

only within the EU and EEA and provide reciprocal protections and benefits between member states. 

To address these issues, Parliament introduced the Intellectual Property (Copyright and Related 

Rights) (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019) under the powers of EUWA. 

These regulations remove or correct references to the EU, EEA, or member states in UK copyright 

legislation to preserve the effect of UK law where possible. 

The reciprocal cross-border arrangements will be amended or brought to an end, as appropriate. The 

regulations are due to come into force on 1 January 2021. During the transition period, the EU and UK 

will negotiate a new relationship. Depending on the outcome of these negotiations, these regulations 

may be amended. 

Protection of UK Copyright Works in the EU 

Most UK copyright works will still be protected because of the UK’s participation in the international 

treaties on copyright. For the same reason, EU copyright works will continue to be protected in the 

UK. This applies to works made before and after 1 January 2021. 

Qualification for Copyright 

Works that are currently eligible for copyright in the UK will continue to be eligible from 1 January 

2021. Works are eligible for copyright protection in the UK if they are: 

 Made by a national of the UK, EEA or any country that is party to the international copyright 

treaties; or 

 First published or transmitted in the UK, EEA or any country that is party to the international 

copyright treaties. 

Whilst references to the EEA will be removed from UK law, this will not stop EEA works qualifying for 

copyright, because all EEA states are party to the international treaties. 

  

                                                 
33 For further information see Changes to copyright law from 1 January 2021 (GOV.UK, last accessed 10 November 2020). 

Available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/changes-to-copyright-law-after-the-transition-period   

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/changes-to-copyright-law-after-the-transition-period
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Copyright Duration  

Copyright duration in the UK for works from the UK, EEA, or other countries will not change from 1 

January 2021. 

Currently, EEA works are given the same copyright duration in the UK as UK works. For works from 

outside the EEA, copyright lasts for the term granted in the country-of-origin or the term granted to 

UK works, whichever is less. 

References to the EEA will be removed from UK law in this area so that duration for EEA works is 

calculated in the same way as for non-EEA works. Because copyright duration is equal across the UK 

and the EEA, there will be no immediate impact on copyright duration in the UK. 
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EXHAUSTION OF IP RIGHTS AND PARALLEL TRADE34 

Parallel trade is the import and export of genuine intellectual property protected goods. Parallel trade 

occurs when the intellectual property rights in those goods are ‘exhausted’. That is, they have been 

placed on the market within a specific territory by, or with the permission of, the rights holder. The 

exhaustion of IP rights means that IP rights cannot be used to stop the further distribution or resale 

of those goods. 

There will be some changes to the exhaustion of IP rights system upon the UK leaving the EU. 

Parallel Exports from the UK to the EEA  

Goods placed on the UK market by, or with the consent of, the right holder after the transition period 

may no longer be considered exhausted in the EEA. This means that businesses exporting these IP-

protected goods from the UK to the EEA might need the right holder’s consent. 

Actions for Parallel Exporters of IP-Protected Goods to the EEA  

1. Check whether they currently export IP-protected goods to the EEA (for example, goods 

branded with a trade mark) that have already been placed on the UK market and where the 

rights holder’s permission to export those goods is not currently required. 

2. Consider whether they may need to contact the rights holder to get permission to continue 

after 1 January 2021. The IP rights holder may not provide permission for their IP-protected 

goods to be parallel exported to the EEA. 

3. Review existing business arrangements, business model or supply chain based on the outcome 

of the discussion with the IP rights holder. 

Actions for IP Rights Holders 

Businesses that own IP rights (for example, a trade mark) may wish to seek legal advice if their IP-

protected goods are parallel exported from the UK to the EEA. Rights holders will need to consider if 

they want to allow parallel exports of your IP-protected goods from the UK to the EEA after 1 January 

2021. 

 

 

 

   

                                                 
34 For further information see Exhaustion of IP rights and parallel trade from 1 January 2021 (GOV.UK, last accessed 10 

November 2020). Available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/exhaustion-of-ip-rights-and-parallel-trade-after-the-

transition-period  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/exhaustion-of-ip-rights-and-parallel-trade-after-the-transition-period
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/exhaustion-of-ip-rights-and-parallel-trade-after-the-transition-period
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THE IMPACT ON UK FISHING 

Fishing has always been a sensitive topic in the UK's relationship with the EU, and it should serve as 

no surprise that it is one of the final outstanding issues, if not the key issue, in the post-Brexit 

negotiations.  

However, the EU remains adamant over its need for access for its own boats and notes that attaining 

a “fair deal” on fisheries is but a pre-condition for a free and fair trade agreement - with zero tariffs or 

taxes on goods crossing the border. 

Fishing Controls 

The UK formally left the EU on 31 January, but it still remains tied the EU's rules, including its Common 

Fisheries Policy (CFP), until the end of this year. As such, every EU member states’ fishing fleets have 

complete access to each other's waters – with the exception of the first 12 nautical miles out from the 

coast. 

However, the member states cannot just catch whatever they like. Every year in December, EU 

ministers assemble for discussions to bargain over the number of fish that can be caught from each 

species. These nationalised allocations are then distributed in conjunction with historical data going 

from the 1970s.  

Brexit’s Impact on Fishing 

As an “independent coastal state”, the UK will control an exclusive economic zone (EEZ), which reaches 

up to 200 nautical miles into the North Atlantic. Separate from this and within the belt of the EU, all 

member countries’ EEZs are regulated conjointly as a common resource. 

The UK government has publicly announced that it wishes to hold annual discussions relating to 

possible access between UK and EU waters - and on quotas - using a system that calculates shares 

based on the percentage of every fish species in each EEZ. This system is based on how other 

independent coastal states, like Norway, currently operate. Further pressure is coming from the UK’s 

fishing communities, which are generally seen as strong proponents of Brexit, and so remain insistent 

on this amendment. 

Yet, as the UK’s waters are so crucial, both geographically and in terms of its available produce, the 

EU remains under intense pressure from its own fishing communities to maintain as much as of the 

previous regime as possible. Ultimately, the EU wants the UK to grant the union substantial access, 

with only gradual alteration viewed as being a last resort that the EU could concede to, in order to 

avoid supposed “economic dislocation for EU fishermen” that have historically always fished in UK 

waters. 

The EU also wishes to carve up the volume of fish that each country's boats are allowed to catch in 

such a way that it will not be renegotiated every year, and which cannot be changed unless both the 

UK and the EU agree. This stance has been furthered by the EU's chief negotiator Michel Barnier who 

has previously argued that annual negotiations with the UK would be technically impossible because 

so many different types of fish would be involved. 
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Fishing Market Access 

Ultimately, post the end of this year, the UK will soon have control over who can fish in its waters, 

unless anything drastically changes in the current negotiations. 

However, another key issue remains and that is where exactly these fish can be sold. This is especially 

important because most fish caught by UK fishermen are invariably exported – while most of the fish 

eaten in the UK is imported. To further complicate things, almost three quarters of these exported 

fish are sold within the EU. Some parts of the industry, such as shellfish, are wholly dependent on such 

exports and it is argued that they would likely fold entirely if they were unexpectedly faced with taxes 

or tariffs on their products. 

Moreover, the UK’s argument that access to markets should be nothing to do with access to fishing 

waters is built on this premise 

Yet, without a deal on fish, the EU insists there will be no special access to their single market. Some 

ministers are even saying that if the UK blocks access to fishing waters then they can't guarantee full 

access to EU energy supplies. 

Negotiation Difficulties 

Many other fisheries' issues remain including: 

 Taking account of the varying priorities of large industrial trawlers and smaller boats; 

 Nations like Scotland suggesting they may want to go their own way; 

 Calculating how fishing fairs alongside other concerns in trade talks; and 

 Protecting fish stocks and preventing over-fishing from occurring. 

It is a complex picture and the answer is evidently not a straight forward nor an apparent one; but it's 

worth noting for context that fishing is but a small fraction of the overall economy both in the EU 

(some landlocked countries have no fishing fleets at all) and in the UK (less than 0.1%). Further, 

according to ONS, fishing was worth around £784m to the UK economy in 2018 - by comparison, the 

financial services industry was worth £132bn. 

Final Observations 

In many coastal communities, fishing remains an important source of employment – often responsible 

for thousands of jobs. Further, the industry still retains substantial political power, and so both the UK 

and the EU are under even greater pressure not to concede ground. 

A final compromise that is being mooted may involve the UK pledging a set level of access to EU boats, 

which is lower - but not that much lower – than what they currently have now. In playing its part, the 

EU will likely have to accept a larger quota share for the UK. As it stands now, EU boats catch around 

£600 million worth of fish in UK waters annually, and the UK has already stated that it wants more 

than half of that catch back. 
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As such, any prospective fishing deal would almost certainly not come into full force for several years 

to come, but both the EU and the UK also differ on how long this status quo period should last for. 

In the end, any proposed deal on fishing will require the agreement of all EU countries; it can't just be 

signed off by the European Commission. Ultimately, this is an area to keep an eye on. 
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AGRICULTURE 
 

Brexit poses particular challenges for the UK agricultural sector.  The UK’s future trading relationship 

with the EU, the level (and structure) of support UK farmers are likely to receive in the future and the 

availability of migrant workers have been key concerns within the industry.   

 

The immediate impact of Brexit upon UK farming following the ‘End Date’ will depend to a large extent 

upon the outcome of the UK’s trade negotiations with the EU, and the government's decisions on 

which EU-derived laws are to be retained, amended or repealed.  

 

Even where a trade deal with the EU can be agreed, Brexit will have significant long-term implications 

for UK agriculture and agricultural policy.  Many stakeholders within the industry have called for 

Government (UK and devolved administrations) to seek a new approach to agricultural support 

mechanisms. 

 

Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) 

 

A significant proportion of the EU budget is directed towards agriculture and rural development under 

CAP.  The CAP provides an EU framework for different areas such as market support programmes and 

the regulation for direct payments to farmers.  When the UK leaves the EU, it will depart from the 

CAP. This departure will occur regardless of which trading arrangements are agreed. 

 

Whilst it appears that equivalent arrangements will be continued in the UK in the period immediately 

following Brexit (see ‘Domestic Legislation’ below) it is yet unclear what form future domestic 

replacement to CAP will take in the longer term.  There is potential for significant change in the 

method and objectives of agricultural support, agri-environmental schemes and funding for wider 

rural development. Stakeholders have raised concerns that a divergent UK agricultural support system 

may result in a significant reduction to farm incomes.   No matter what domestic policy is agreed, 

farmers in the UK will have to compete against farmers in the EU who continue to have the support 

of the CAP. 

 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) 

 

The WTO is an international organisation which specifies rules of trade between member nations. The 

WTO has foundational principles for trade between members and also provides a number of 

safeguards against certain trading practices.  The UK is a member of the WTO. 

 

Following the End Date, the rules of the WTO rules are likely to become the default position in respect 

of the governance of the UK’s trading relationships with the EU and other countries. 

 

Contained within the WTO Agreement on Agriculture are specific rules regarding agricultural 

subsidies.  Any support provided by the government in favour of UK farmers will require to be 

compatible with WTO rules.   
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Trade  

 

The UK’s departure from the EU and the present uncertainty surrounding a future trading relationship 

between the EU and the UK raises key concerns for the Agricultural sector – particularly given the 

significant level of direct trade in agricultural goods and produce  between the UK and other EU states. 

These concerns include: fluctuations in income, commodity and consumer prices; trade tariffs; 

customs/border controls and access to EU markets. 

 

Depending on what is negotiated, it is likely that the UK will see an increase in customs controls.  This 

may mean higher trading costs, in respect of both imports and exports, than those which currently 

exist.  Input and supply chains may also be affected by delays.  As a result, cost of production may rise 

and demand for goods and prices received may vary accordingly.   

 

UK farmers may face competition from imports to the UK permitted under trade deals reached 

between the UK and other countries. 

 

Environment 

 

There is currently a high degree of integration between EU and UK agricultural and environmental 

legislation. 

 

Whether the UK will need to continue to comply with EU environmental legislation and standards will 

depend on the level of access to the European Single Market which is negotiated and on what terms. 

This will determine what scope there may be for revised domestic environmental legislation and the 

resulting requirements under cross compliance.  EU derived rules continue to apply meantime. 

 

Access to Labour 

 

Migrant labour from within the EU is heavily relied upon in the UK’s agriculture sector. Whether this 

relates to permanent workers in the dairy industry or seasonal workers engaged in fruit and vegetable 

production, changes to the free movement of workers between the UK and EU has the potential to 

affect agricultural businesses.  The introduction of a new points based immigration system may also 

impact upon the availability of unskilled and semi-skilled migrant labour following the End Date. 

 

UK employers have already been affected by Brexit due to the fall in the value of the pound making 

the UK less attractive to migrant labour. As a result, there are reports that employers have found it 

increasing difficulty to recruit the number of workers they require. 

 

Production Standards 

 

Animals 

 

As with the Environmental Regulations, much of the UK legislation regarding animal health reflects 

the EU directives and minimum standards. Likewise, any potential for divergence between EU and UK 

rules will be determined by the trade negotiation and future relationship following the End Date. 
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Many within the agriculture industry have expressed concerns that the UK should not divert from the 

high standards they currently uphold, with the possibility of imposing more rigorous standards. 

 

Domestic Legislation 

 

The Westminster and Scottish Parliaments have enacted legislation regarding agriculture following 

Brexit.  

 

Agriculture (Retained EU Law and Data) (Scotland) Act 2020 

 

The Scottish Government has now passed the Agriculture (Retained EU Law and Data) (Scotland) Act 

2020 which allows them to maintain CAP operation beyond 31st December 2020 – and which is likely 

to be continued up to 2024. The Act enables the Scottish Government to continue, but also make 

changes to, CAP after it becomes “retained” EU Law post 31st December 2020. This will give the 

Scottish government the power to simplify or improve the operation of CAP legislation and, in doing 

so, alter the way in which agricultural support is delivered. It is likely that pilot projects will be run 

during this time to test policy approaches, the success - or otherwise - of which is likely to shape the 

future of agricultural support in Scotland after 2024.  

 

Agriculture Act 2020 

 

The Agriculture Act 2020 passed by the Westminster government received Royal Assent on 11 

November 2020. It primarily applies to England, however, Section 56 outlines the extent in greater 

detail.  The Act grants powers to the government, enabling them to implement rules and regulations 

with regard to agriculture and the food supply chain in the UK.  Its aim is to promote environmental 

policy, with the view that this is vital to agriculture and food production. For example, the Act gives 

the Government the power to make payments under the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) for the next 

seven years and, similarly, outlines the transition period for the phasing out of direct payments. The 

Act, however, does not indicate what the government’s obligations are with regard to the health, 

welfare and environmental standards to be met for goods coming into the UK.  

 

Devolution of agricultural policy among the UK allows the potential for divergence between the home 

nations.  Stakeholders have requested that devolved administrations should ensure, when planning 

an agricultural policy, that they do not create inter-UK border issues. 

 

Points to Consider 

 

Prior to establishing on what basis the future UK-EU trading relationship will operate, agricultural 

businesses looking to make long term investments in land or equipment, entering into leasing or 

contract farming arrangements and making other strategic decisions which are likely to remain in 

force for some time after the End Date may find it more challenging to do so.  Questions over the 

longer-term structure and objectives of agricultural support mechanisms also raise strategic 

challenges for those operating within the sector. 
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Agricultural businesses may wish to consider the opportunities for alternative markets for produce 

and inputs which become available as a result of new or revised trading agreements between the UK 

and other countries. 
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WHAT HAPPENS TO REACH? 

Once the transition period expires, REACH will no longer have effect in the UK. However, via the 

Withdrawal Act, the Government plan to adapt REACH into UK law. As such, other regulatory 

requirements relating to manufacturing and importing chemical products in the UK will apply as we 

progress into 2021. Key elements of UK REACH will continue to comprise of evaluation, registration, 

restrictions and authorisations.   

Potential Problems 

With the UK leaving REACH, EU and UK downstream users may become importers under multiple 

schemes overnight and so would need to complete their own registration or rely on their third country 

suppliers to appoint an Only Representative. Complicated value chains that supply chemical 

substances and mixtures from the UK to the EU and vice versa will be questioned with decisions at 

each aspect of the value chain as to whether the attempts to achieve duplicative compliance 

obligations are justifiable. 

Comparable disruptions are to be expected for current authorisation holders and their associated 

supply chains who will not be able to continually rely upon authorisations granted to companies in the 

UK. 

Performing studies, delivering and gaining legal access rights to data for registration purposes is 

expected to be an expensive aspect of substances registering, necessitating timely alignment of UK 

registrants. 

Continuing Access to the EU Single Market 

British chemical manufacturers will not be able to register directly under REACH, but will need to 

appoint an EU based Only Representatives (“OR”) for their substances, like companies’ affiliates or 

consultants, or to relocate their manufacturing activities to the EU, or even to rely on EU importers to 

register under REACH. 

British importers and traders of substances from outside the EU would need to establish themselves 

or transfer their business to a company in the EU if they don’t wish to rely on EU importers to register, 

as they will not be able to appoint OR’s.  

British companies presently acting as an OR on behalf of non-EU companies will not be able to 

continue in this role. As such, non-EU manufacturers will need to appoint a new OR based in the EU 

to continue supplying to the EU.  

Practicalities in Ensuring Sustained Validity of Existing REACH Registrations  

There are a number of steps that businesses may need to take to maintain the validity of their existing 

REACH registrations: 

 Identify substances/mixtures impacted by Brexit and your company’s role in the supply chain. 

Special attention should be given to the list of substances that are only registered by UK legal 

entities. 
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 If a substance is manufactured by a UK legal entity as well as by an EU legal entity of the same 

company and both hold valid registrations, the EU entity could act as importer of the UK 

substance. In this case, the EU legal entity’s existing registration would need to be updated to 

indicate the additional volume being imported in the dossier. An OR would not need to be 

appointed in this case and transfer of registrations would not be required.  

 UK manufacturers and importers need to maintain their registrations in the UK to be able to 

continue to manufacture/import in the UK. 

 A possibility to transfer existing registrations “immediately” before the end of the transition 

period is envisaged in the case of registrations held by UK manufacturers.  

 British importers can transfer before the end of the transition period individual registrations to EU 

legal entities that would replace them as importers post Brexit, if this transfer is the result of a 

legal entity change i.e. actual importing business is transferred to an EU legal entity.  

 Registrations that are transferred require a subsequent dossier update to include the legal entity’s 

details where registrations are transferred to. The EU successor would then need to also complete 

an update of the dossier for all the registrations it receives from the UK based company, if, for 

example, the role of the registrant or the tonnage band change.  

Considerations for EU Companies with Current UK Supply and Trade Relationships  

Imports into the EU will continue to be subjected to REACH. EU businesses reliant on REACH 

registrations from UK suppliers will become importers under REACH and subject to registration 

requirements, unless they can purchase the substance from suppliers in the EU who have a REACH 

registration or are covered by an OR.  

Other considerations include: 

 Checking the list of your actual suppliers and approved suppliers of your substances and 

mixtures. 

 Identifying substances and mixtures that are sourced from UK suppliers through an inventory. 

 Checking whether UK suppliers plan to appoint an OR to ensure continued supply in the EU or 

if there is another EU importer or manufacturer that you can alternatively source from. 

Implications of a Future UK REACH 

Under a future UK REACH, registration of substances will likely be required under almost identical 

conditions as those under REACH. This will include requirements for data based on tonnage bands.  

The UK REACH legal instrument is expected to be effective on 31 December 2020 and will require 

companies to resubmit a full registration. It should be noted that most chemical products are mixtures 

of several substances. Suppliers of chemical products therefore have to ensure that all substances, 

including the ones they purchase, are duly registered.  
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In absence of a specific agreement between the EU and the UK on REACH, the following actions are 

expected to arise and should be considered as a result of UK REACH starting to apply to the UK:  

 British companies with existing REACH registrations need to grandfather them with the UK 

authority by 30 April 2021 and then submit full registrations in the UK within 2, 4 or 6 years of 

28 October 2021, depending on their tonnage band and hazardous properties.  

 Manufacturers of a substance on its own, in mixtures or in articles, formulators of mixtures or 

producers of an article imported into the UK, based outside the UK will be in the position to 

appoint UK based ORs if they wish to relieve UK customers from notification and registration 

obligations under a UK REACH.  

 UK companies that source products from EU suppliers will become UK importers under UK 

REACH and may be subject to UK REACH registration obligations.  

 Companies that may wish to manufacture or import chemicals in the UK for the first time after 

the end of the transition would need to register before manufacture or import into the UK 

reaches 1 tonne per year.  

 Placing chemicals on both the EU and UK markets means two separate registrations, one to 

ECHA and one to the UK Agency, are required with a similar/identical data package.  

 UK REACH will likely require registrants to hold the rights to refer to substance specific data 

contained in the registration dossier submitted under UK law.  
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WHAT CHANGES WILL BE MADE TO IMMIGRATION, RIGHT TO WORK AND EMPLOYMENT LAW? 

(A) How will Brexit Affect Immigration and the Right of EEA and Swiss Citizens to Work in the UK? 

EEA and Swiss citizens can currently live and work in the UK without requiring any specific 

licence or visa. However, when free movement ends after the end of the transition period, this 

position will change. 

What Will Happen in Relation to EEA and Swiss citizens’ Right to Live and Work in the UK After 

the Transition Period?35 

The current position is that EEA and Swiss citizens who live and work in the UK before the end 

of the transition period may continue to live and work in the UK until the 30 June 2021. If they 

wish to continue to live and work in the UK beyond that date, they will be required to apply for 

“settled status” or “pre-settled status” under the UK’s “EU Settlement Scheme”. However, any 

EEA and Swiss citizens arriving to live and work in the UK after 1 January 2021 will be subject to 

the same new immigration rules which will apply to any third country national. See further 

details on points-based immigration system below.  

British citizens and their family currently living and working in other EEA states and Switzerland 

will become third party nationals. They will become subject to the common European 

immigration system. The system provides third-country nationals with rights based upon long 

residence, including rights of reunification with family members. It also enables the movement 

of skilled third-country national workers between member states. Common European 

standards apply matters such as access to social security benefits, pensions and incapacity 

benefits etc. 

What is the New UK Points-Based Immigration System? 

The UK Government is introducing a new Points-Based Immigration System (“PBS”) from the 1st 

January 2021 which will apply to all third-country nationals, including EEA and Swiss nationals. 

The new system is purported to fulfil the UK Government’s commitment to “take back control 

of its borders by ending free movement and introducing a single, global immigration system”. It 

will award points for specific skills, professions, salaries or qualifications/attributes, and visas 

will be awarded to those who gain sufficient points36. From January 1 2021, all UK employers 

wishing to hire such workers must have a Home Office issued sponsor license. 

Under the PBS, third-country nationals wishing to live and work in the UK, must apply in 

advance, offering sufficient evidence that they meet specific requirements which will score 

points for their application.   

 

                                                 
35 Apply to the EU Settlement Scheme (settled and pre-settled status) (GOV.UK, last accessed 1 October 2020) 

https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families/what-settled-and-presettled-status-means 

36 New immigration system: what you need to know (GOV.UK, last accessed 2 October 2020) 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/new-immigration-system-what-you-need-to-know 

https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families/what-settled-and-presettled-status-means
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/new-immigration-system-what-you-need-to-know
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Every applicant will have to demonstrate the following: 

 The applicant has a confirmed job offer from a Home Office licensed sponsor; 

 The job offer is at the required skill level listed; or 

 The applicant speaks English to the required standard. 

The PBS also introduces new income requirements for jobs offered to individuals outside of the 

UK resident labour market. Each job offer must typically meet a new minimum salary threshold 

– currently the higher of £25,600 or the going rate for the specific occupation.  

Applicants are also allowed to “trade” certain characteristics in substitution for a lower salary. 

If the salary offered is below the minimum threshold, but currently no less than £20,480, an 

applicant may still be eligible under the PBS if: 

 The applicant’s job offer is in a specific shortage occupation; or 

 The applicant holds a PhD relevant to the job; or 

 The applicant holds a PhD in a STEM subject relevant to the job. 

All successful applicants of the PBS will currently need to obtain 70 points minimum in order to 

apply for UK employment authorisation. The full chart of characteristics and related point 

allocations have been published on the UK Government website. 

Employers need not be Home Office-licensed sponsors, providing they hire an individual from 

the UK resident labour market that has existing right-to-work documentation, including both 

EU citizens registered through the EU Settlement Scheme and non-EU citizens with indefinite 

leave to remain.  Further, an employer need not be a Home Office-licensed visa sponsor to 

employ a migrant under the new Global Talent visa, as is discussed below. 

As a result of PBS, a raft of new visas will be introduced post-Brexit on 1 January 2021. The 

following new visas will be available to both EU and non-EU nationals under the new system: 

 Skilled Worker 

This will apply to workers who would be sponsored in a job that requires skills equating 

to RQF Level 3 (generally A-level standard). A minimum salary and English language 

requirement will also be mandated. 

 Skilled Workers in Health and Care 

This would pertain to doctors, nurses and other health professionals who work in the 

National Health Service and wider care sector. This route opened on 4 August 2020 and 

the UK Government have noted that there stands to be a fast-track entry, with reduced 

application fees and dedicated support through the application process. 
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 Global Talent 

This visa recognises top talent who are “exceptionally skilled” in science, humanities, 

engineering, the arts and digital technology. The visa opened on February 2020, replacing 

its previous iteration, the Tier 1 (Exceptional Talent) Visa in the process, which was only 

available to non-EU citizens during its tenure. The new Global Talent visa will be available 

to both EU and non-EU citizens. 

 Start-Up and Innovator 

Another visa for those individuals seeking to establish innovative businesses in the UK.  

 Specialist Occupations 

There are also visa routes for further specialist occupations, including ministers of 

religion, sportspeople and creatives. 

 Highly Skilled Workers 

For those who are highly skilled this route, which is not expected to open until 2022, will 

not require them to have a sponsor. 

 International Students 

This visa will apply to those wishing to come to the UK to study at universities, colleges, 

schools and other education providers that hold a sponsor licence. Various requirements 

for this visa to be granted include, but are not limited to, an individual being able to 

demonstrate during the visa application that they have been offered a place on a course 

by a Home Office-licensed Student sponsor; that they can speak, read, write and 

understand English; that they have the requisite finances to support themselves and any 

accompanying visa-holding child whilst living in the UK (aged 4 – 17); that they also have 

the requisite finances to pay for the course itself; and that they genuinely intend to study 

in the UK.  

Further, if an individual successfully completes a degree at undergraduate level or above 

in the UK, they will then be permitted to apply for a Graduate Visa to stay and work, or 

look for work, for a maximum period of 2 years (3 years for PhD students) after 

completing their studies. The Graduate Visa is due to open in the summer 2021 to 

international students who were sponsored by a Home Office-licensed Student sponsor. 

A range of other routes will also continue to be open – ancestry, representative of an overseas 

business, investor, etc. 
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What is the UK EU Settlement Scheme and How can Individuals Apply?37 

As noted, the transition period lasts until 31 December 2020 and during that period EEA and 

Swiss citizens can enter and remain in the UK under free movement. Under the EU Settlement 

Scheme (the Scheme), which fully opened to applicants in the UK on 30 March 2019, EEA and 

Swiss citizens, and their family members, residing in the UK by 31 December 2020 are eligible 

for indefinite leave to remain in the UK, subject to them meeting certain requirements. 

Applicants can be granted either settled status or pre-settled status which will be determined 

by reference to how long they have continuously resided in the UK.  

Settled Status 

Generally EEA and Swiss citizens and their family members who have resided in the UK for a 

continuous period of at least five years are eligible for indefinite leave to remain (also known as 

“settled status”). Five years continuous residence means that for five years in a row the EEA or 

Swiss citizen has been in the UK, the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man for at least six months 

in any twelve month period. There is an exception where there is a single period of absence for 

an important reason. This period can be up to twelve months, and examples include studying 

abroad or serious illness. 

Pre-Settled Status 

Where an individual does not have five continuous years’ residence in the UK, the Channel 

Islands or the Isle of Man, they can apply for pre-settled status. This allows the individual to 

apply for settled status once they have five years’ continuous residence in the UK. However, 

during the pre-settled period they must not leave the UK for more than six months in any 

twelve-month period (without an important reason) or they may lose their pre-settled status. 

The main eligibility requirement for the Scheme is “continuous residence”. However, in 

addition, EEA and Swiss citizens must also pass the “suitability requirement”, meaning they will 

be asked to declare criminal convictions committed both in the UK and in any other country. 

There are mandatory and discretionary grounds for refusal. An application will be refused if 

there are any active deportation and/or exclusion orders against the individual. Any criminal 

conduct that occurs before the end of the transition period will also be assessed in accordance 

with current free movement provisions. It is important to note that the threshold to remove 

free movement from an individual due to threat to public policy, public security or public health 

is high and historic criminal convictions may not alone justify such removal. The test is forward 

looking. To justify exclusion, the person must be a future threat and past behaviour is only 

relevant if and to the extent that it provides strong evidence of the risk of a future threat to the 

UK. 

 

 

                                                 
37 Apply to the EU Settlement Scheme (settled and pre-settled status) (GOV.UK, last accessed 1 October 2020) 

https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families/what-settled-and-presettled-status-means 

https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families/what-settled-and-presettled-status-means
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How to Apply for Settled Status or Pre-Settled Status 

Applications under the Scheme are generally made online. Applicants will have their ID verified 

and are required to upload a facial photograph via the EU Exit: ID Document check app. The app 

is available on android and Apple devices with near field communication capability. Applicants 

without a capable device can attend a document scanning location to have their biometric ID 

document scanned.38 Applicants will also be required to complete an online form and 

application process where automatic checks will be carried out by Her Majesty’s Revenue and 

Customs and the Department for Work and Pensions on work and benefit records to confirm 

an applicant’s residence in the UK. The applicant will be required to supply their national 

insurance number, confirm their address, and confirm whether they have committed any 

criminal convictions. 

Applicants will not need to provide evidence of their entire residence in the UK, only for the 

period that proves they are eligible for settled or pre-settled status. In relation to settled status, 

if the records show that the individual has been in the UK for five continuous years, no further 

documents are required. If five continuous years of work and benefit records cannot be found, 

the individual will need to upload documents to evidence that they have been in the UK for the 

required period of time (such as annual bank statements, a letter from the applicant’s employer, 

utility bills or payslips).  

Once Settled Status or Pre-Settled Status Has Been Granted39 

Once a person has been granted pre-settled or settled status, they will get access to an online 

portal where they can view their immigration status and update their personal details. There is 

also an option to share their right to work confirmation with their employer. 

Being granted pre-settled status or settled status through the Scheme means they will enjoy 

rights such as; the ability to work in the UK, use of the NHS for free (if already entitled to), 

enrolling in education or continuing study, access to public funds such as benefits and pensions 

(if eligible) and travelling in and out of the UK.  

If an individual has settled status, it is intended that they can spend up to five years in a row 

outside of the UK without losing their status (four years for Swiss citizens). However, until 

legislation is amended they can currently spend only up to two years outside the UK without 

losing their status. 

 

 

 

                                                 
38 Using the ‘EU Exit: ID Document Check’ app (GOV.UK, last accessed 5 October 2020) https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-

the-eu-exit-id-document-check-app#check-if-you-can-use-the-app-on-your-phone 

39 Apply to the EU Settlement Scheme (settled and pre-settled status) (GOV.UK, last accessed 1 October 2020) 

https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families/what-settled-and-presettled-status-means 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-the-eu-exit-id-document-check-app#check-if-you-can-use-the-app-on-your-phone
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-the-eu-exit-id-document-check-app#check-if-you-can-use-the-app-on-your-phone
https://www.gov.uk/settled-status-eu-citizens-families/what-settled-and-presettled-status-means
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What About Irish Citizens?  

Irish citizens already enjoy a right of residence in the UK and this right is not reliant on the UK’s 

membership of the EU. As a result, Irish citizens will not be required to apply for status under 

the EU Settlement Scheme - however they may wish to do so depending on the citizenship of 

family members.  

What Should Employers be Thinking About? 

 If Relevant, Apply for a Sponsor License as Soon as Possible  

As the UK Government is introducing a new immigration system, employers that require 

a Home Office sponsor license should begin the application process as soon as possible.  

 Budget Considerations and Planning  

Employers should also be prepared for new costs in relation to recruitment. The PBS 

provides for immigration related fees such as visa application fees, Immigration Skills 

Charge fees, and the Immigration Health Surcharge. The Immigration Skills Charge will 

apply to UK employers for each individual skilled migrant worker and intracompany 

transfer. The Immigration Skills Charge will be imposed through a fee of, currently, £1,000 

for every skilled worker for the first twelve months and, currently, £500 for every six-

month period following this. Further, additional time and planning will be necessary to 

secure work authorisation in the UK for EEA and Swiss citizens. 

 Legal Right to Work Checks  

Companies hiring EEA and Swiss citizens after the end of June 2021 will have to apply the 

same validation processes for legal right-to-work checks as they do with other third-

country nationals. Until the end of June 2021, the checks will remain the same i.e. EEA 

and Swiss citizens will be able to present their passports and/or ID cards to confirm their 

legal right to work in the UK. 

(B) What are the Implications of Brexit on Employment Law? 

Many UK employment laws implement EU directives which apply to all EU members states. If 

not implemented properly in domestic law, the EU directive may be directly effective e.g. where 

an employee is employed by an emanation of the UK state.  EU directives and implementing 

legislation in a member state may be subject to interpretation by the European Court of Justice. 

Its judgments are followed by the UK courts and tribunals when interpreting relevant UK 

legislation.  

Will there be any Immediate Changes to UK Employment Laws After 31st December 2020 (the 

“End Date”)? 

UK employment law, whether wholly domestic or derived from an EU directive will remain in 

force after the End Date. Subject to any post Brexit agreements reached between the UK and 

EU, before or after the End Date, the UK may decides to make changes to UK employment law.  
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What About the Principle of Supremacy of EU Law?40 

The principle of supremacy of EU law will continue to apply after the End Date so far as relevant 

to the interpretation, disapplication or quashing of any enactment or rule of law passed or made 

before the End Date. However, the principle of the supremacy of EU law shall not apply to any 

enactment or rule of law passed or made by the EU after the End Date.  

What About the Case Law of the European Court of Justice?41 

With regard to decisions by the European Court of Justice, all case law handed down prior to 

the End Date will continue to be binding on UK courts and tribunals. However, the UK Supreme 

Court will be able to depart from retained EU case law, using the same test it uses to depart 

from its own case law. This power to depart may also be conferred to other UK appeal courts, 

such as the Court of Appeal or Court of Session. Post End Date decisions of the European Court 

of Justice will not bind UK courts and tribunals, but UK courts and tribunals may have regard to 

such decisions after that date.  

  

                                                 
40 Section 5 EUWA   

41 Section 6 EUWA 
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QUESTION AND ANSWERS 

A. COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS 

1. What Steps Should I take Just Now to Protect my Business?  

Businesses are advised to conduct a general audit to analyse how, and the extent to which, 

Brexit could affect their business and their commercial arrangements with third parties. 

As part of that auditing process, it would be advisable to identify and review any contracts that 

may be affected by the UK leaving the EU. It may be that in doing so, it becomes apparent that 

contracts do not provide sufficient protections or will no longer be viable for the business to 

fulfil.  

In the event that issues are identified, it would then be wise to consider what scope there is for 

renegotiating or terminating contracts. Additionally, consideration should be given as to how 

contracts can be ‘future-proofed’ against the effects of Brexit.  

2. What Factors Should I Consider When Auditing Contracts? 

There are a number of factors that should be considered when reviewing contracts in light of 

Brexit including but not limited to the following: 

Flexibility:  

 Can pricing and/or delivery arrangements be reviewed and amended?  

 Can stocks of goods be built up?  

Currency of Payments:  

 Who bears the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates?  

 Are the prices fixed in a particular currency and is there a mechanism to vary charges in 

light of any fluctuations?  

Tariffs and Customs:  

 Could the provision of goods/services be subject to further tariffs and who will bear the 

cost of such?  

 Who is responsible for customs clearance and who will bear the costs of such?  

 What impact might customs control have on service levels and delivery timetables?  

Personnel:  

 Is the performance of the contract dependant on persons travelling between the UK and 

EU?  

 If so, how will this be affected by changes to freedom of movement between the UK and 

EU?  

 Is there a risk of labour shortages?  
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 Will the loss of freedom of movement lead to labour shortages and/or an increase in 

labour costs?  

 Could a party, or their personnel, lose the recognition of licenses and/or qualifications? – 

For example financial service firms might lose passporting rights inhibiting their ability to 

provide financial services to customers in the EU.  

Data Transfers:  

 Will there be data transfers from the EU to the UK?  

 If so, specific mechanisms may be needed to ensure those transfers can continue post-

Brexit.  

References to ‘the EU’:  

 Review definitions to determine contractual extent of ‘the EU’ - It will be important to 

ascertain this for any agreements where EU law has a significant role such as agency 

agreements.  

Law and Jurisdiction:  

 Are the applicable laws likely to change?  

 Consideration should be given to what the potential changes could be and the impact 

they might have on the agreement i.e. is there is a danger that one party may have to 

bear additional costs to comply with post-Brexit regulatory changes.  

 Will there be any barriers to enforcing judgements in EU jurisdictions post-Brexit?  

3. Will I be Able to Rely on Force Majeure Clauses? 

If Brexit renders the performance of a contract impossible this may constitute a force majeure 

event however this will depend on the wording of the relevant force majeure clause.  

It is important to note that force majeure is designed to relieve parties of their obligations to 

perform in the face of events they could not reasonably have foreseen. This means that if Brexit 

is likely to make performance of a contract uneconomical but still entirely possible this in itself 

will not enough for force majeure to be applicable. 

4. What Alternative Contractual Provisions Could I Utilise? 

Hardship clauses are often used in long-term contracts, such as those for the sale and purchase 

of oil and gas, and exist to protect the parties to against the risk of hardship caused by 

unforeseen changes arising from extraneous circumstances.  

Typical clauses will provide that if there are changes to, or movements in, the market affecting 

the contract price which result in hardship to either party, the parties will meet to consider and 

agree any adjustment to the contract terms necessary to offset or alleviate the hardship failing 

which the matter may be referred to an expert or tribunal for determination or the affected 

party may terminate. 
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MAC clauses are similar to hardship clauses in that they entitle parties to withdraw in the face 

of unpredictable and unforeseen events. MAC clauses are often used in lending transactions 

and aim to capture events that would be otherwise difficult to cater for specifically in 

documentation. A typical MAC definition may refer to material adverse changes in, among other 

things: 

 The business, operations, property, financial condition or prospects of company. 

 A company’s ability to perform its obligations (in whole or in part) under finance 

documents. 

 The validity, enforceability, effectiveness or ranking of any security granted in connection 

with lending arrangements or the rights or remedies of a lender. 

As with force majeure clauses, the extent to which an MAC clause or a hardship clause could be 

of assistance will very much depend on the exact terms of the clause. In particular, the fact that 

the performance of contract is no longer commercially viable is unlikely in itself to be grounds 

to invoke these clauses. 

5. What is a ‘Brexit Clause’ and How Would it Work in Practice? 

A Brexit clause is type of a contractual clause that could trigger a change in the parties’ rights 

and obligations as a result of a defined event occurring. The degree of change could vary from 

renegotiation of certain clauses to termination of the contract. Is should be noted that there is 

no one Brexit clause so the exact terms of such a clause would very much depend on the 

outcome of negotiations between parties. 

The trigger event may not necessarily be Brexit itself, but possibly an event which results from 

Brexit and adversely affects the terms of a contract, such as a change in VAT payments 

procedure. The wider the terms of the trigger, the more likely a change in the contract will be 

permitted whilst the narrower the trigger, the less scope for change. 

6. Can I Get Away With Doing Nothing?  

The main risk of not addressing Brexit is that a party may be obliged to continue to perform its 

contractual obligations in full where doing so is no longer commercially viable as a result of 

Brexit. 

The decision to do nothing will depend on each businesses individual situation, and should be 

subject to the performance of a general audit, but there are certain factors which may indicate 

that doing nothing is an appropriate course of action. In particular: 

 The parties to a contract are confident that their ability to perform, and the costs of 

performing, will not be materially affected by Brexit or their contract already sufficiently 

caters for such effects. 

 The risks of doing nothing are less than the risks of introducing a Brexit clause. 

 Parties may enter into contracts with shorter terms and subsequently revise their terms 

on renewal to address the impact of Brexit as it happens; and 
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 Some contracts may already include rights to terminate on short notice without penalty 

which could be activated in the event the Brexit negatively affects the ability to perform 

the contract. 

B. DATA PROTECTION 

1. Will I Be Able to Transfer Data to My European Partners? 

Yes. At the end of the transition period, the changes made by secondary legislation, the DP 

Brexit Regulations under section 8 of the EUWA, will take effect. 

The DP Brexit Regulations provides, amongst others matters, that, in relation to the EU, EEA and 

Gibraltar, adequacy will be deemed for outbound data transfers meaning that transfers of data 

to the EEA will be permitted.  

2. Will I be Able to Import Data From Europe? 

Once the UK has left the EU and any transition period has ended, the UK will become a third-

country for the purposes of EU data protection law, the main branch of which is the GDPR.  

Under GDPR, the transfer of personal data from a controller or processor organisation in an EEA 

member state to a recipient located in a third-country may only take place if specified conditions 

are satisfied. In particular, it is fundamental that any transfers to third-country recipients do not 

undermine the protections offered by the GDPR. 

The easiest route by which UK and EU businesses will be able to continue transferring data from 

the EEA to the UK would be if the Commission makes an ‘Adequacy Decision’ in respect of the 

UK’s data protection regime failing alternative measures would need to be used. 

3. What is an Adequacy Decision? 

The Commission can examine and then recognise a third-country's data protection laws as being 

adequate by issuing an “Adequacy Decision”. The effect is that personal data can flow from the 

EEA to that third-country without the need for further safeguards. 

The Commission will only issue an Adequacy Decision if it is satisfied that the third-country’s 

data protection regime offers ‘an adequate level of protection essentially equivalent to the level 

of protection ensured within the EU. 

At present, only Andorra, Argentina, Canada (commercial organisations), Faroe Islands, 

Guernsey, Isle of Man, Israel, Japan, Jersey, New Zealand, Switzerland and Uruguay have been 

granted an Adequacy Decision and these can be subject to challenge at the CJEU. 
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4. Will the UK be Granted an Adequacy Decision? 

The UK government and Commission are currently negotiating on the grant of an Adequacy 

Decision however whether the UK will be granted one by the end of 2020, or at all, remains to 

be seen at the time of writing.  

The ‘essentially equivalent’ standard is an exacting one. The EU has some of, if not the most, 

exacting data protection standards in the world and so the number of countries granted an 

Adequacy Decision remains small. 

Until recently, the most high-profile Adequacy Decision was the US Privacy Shield. However, the 

CJEU recently ruled that it was invalid on the basis that the United States surveillance 

programmes were lacking sufficient limitations and safeguards to ensure a protection of rights 

in a way which is ‘essentially equivalent’.  

The UK’s use of similar surveillance techniques may cause concern and could thus jeopardize 

the grant of an Adequacy Decision.  

In addition, the DP Regulations make provision to preserve the effect of the Privacy Shield in 

the UK. Given that the CJEU struck down the Privacy Shield this would likely be another area of 

concern for the Commission in making a decision on the grating of an Adequacy Decision. 

5. What are the Alternatives if the UK is Not Granted an Adequacy Decision? 

SSCs are contractual templates pre-approved by the Commission, which must be signed by both 

the data ‘exporter’ in the EEA and the ‘importer’ outside the EEA. Once the contract is entered 

into, data can move freely between the parties. 

The other main alternative is to use BCRs. BCRs require companies or groups of companies to 

commit to EU data protection standards which have been pre-approved by a European data 

protection supervisory authority. BCRs have to date been used less-frequently as the approval 

process can be time-consuming and very expensive. 

The final fall-back would be that the transfer falls within one of the derogations set out in the 

GDPR. However, these are will be construed narrowly and are unlikely to be of much use where 

the intention is for repeated transfers of data. 

If all else fails, businesses may have to consider ceasing data transfers from the EEA to the UK 

all together. 

6. What Pitfalls Should I be Aware of When Using Standard Contractual Clauses? 

SCCs cannot automatically be relied on where the level of protection in a third country is not 

‘essentially equivalent‘. As noted above, the UK’s mass surveillance regime may be problematic 

and cannot be sidestepped through using SSCs as they ‘are not capable of binding the 

authorities of that third country‘. Companies may therefore be unable to use SCCs where, for 

example, the data importer could be subject to the bulk data retention powers under Part 4 of 

the Investigatory Powers Act 2016. 
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In light of the CJEU’s decision striking down the Privacy Shield, companies seeking to use SCCs 

are advised to consider applying additional safeguards. Unfortunately, the CJEU provided little 

clarity as to what safeguards would be sufficient, however the European Data Protection Board 

has published an FAQ which may be of assistance. 

It should also be noted that putting SCCs in place can be an expensive and time consuming 

endeavour because a new contract is required for each ‘point-to-point’ transfer. 

C. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

1. What Will Happen to EU Trademarks in the UK After Brexit? 

From the 1 January 2021, EUTMs will no longer protect trade marks in the UK. The IPO will 

introduce a comparable UK trade mark for all right holders with an existing EU trade mark. 

Existing EUTMs will still protect trade marks in EU member states. UK businesses can still to 

apply the EUIPO for an EUTM. There will be no changes to UK-registered trade marks as a result 

of the UK leaving the EU. 

For those with pending EUTM application, they will be able to apply to register a comparable 

UK trade mark in the 9 months after 1 January 2021, retaining the earlier filing date of the 

pending EUTM. 

2. What Will Happen to International Trademarks in the UK After Brexit? 

International trade mark registrations protected in the EU under the Madrid Protocol will no 

longer enjoy protection in the UK after 1 January 2021. 

To address this, from 1 January 2021 a comparable trade mark (IR) will be created in relation to 

each international (EU) trade mark designation which has protected status immediately before 

1 January 2021. 

Each new UK right will be treated as if applied for and registered under UK law, and may be 

challenged, assigned, licensed or renewed separately from the original international 

registration. 

3. What Will Happen to Registered and Unregistered Designs in the UK After Brexit? 

At the end of the transition period, RCDs and UCDs, will no longer be valid in the UK and will be 

immediately and automatically replaced by UK rights. Those who own an existing right will not 

need to do anything at this stage. 

Design protection can currently be obtained via a registered right or an unregistered right in the 

following ways: 

 A national registered design granted by the IPO of the UK.  

 A registered Community design granted by the EUIPO.  
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 An international registration designating either the UK or the EU, filed under the Hague 

Agreement at WIPO.  

 Unregistered protection can be obtained in the UK through the UK design right and the 

EU unregistered Community design. 

From 1 January 2021, any existing RCDs, UCDs and International (EU) designs will only cover the 

remaining EU member states. 

4. How Will Copyright be Affected by Brexit? 

Copyright is a national right which each country provides separately. However, it is largely 

harmonised by a number of treaties and, in the EU, by a body of EU copyright legislation that 

builds on those treaties most of which has been brought into UK law via statutory instrument. 

As a result of the UK’s continued participation in the aforementioned international treaties, 

most UK copyright works will still be protected in the EU and, for the same reason, EU copyright 

works will continue to be protected in the UK. This will apply to works created after the UK has 

left the EU. 

5. Will the UK Participate in the New Unitary Patent and Unified Patent Court Regime? 

No. Following a change of government in 2019 the UK has confirmed that it no longer wishes to 

participate in the new regime and has withdrawn its ratification of the Agreement on a Unified 

Patent Court. 

It should be noted that the new regime has yet to be fully ratified. The German Constitutional 

Court has previously ruled that the Bundestags ratification of the Agreement was 

unconstitutional and at the time of writing attempts to re-ratify were ongoing.  

D. EMPLOYMENT 

1. Will UK Employers Need to Make Any Changes to Style Offer Letters, Employment Contracts 

Etc. Applicable to EU Nationals Post the End Date? 

The right to live and work in the UK is a standard provision in most offer letters and contracts 

of employment. Such provisions will become of greater significance when EU nationals living 

and working in the UK, or intending to do so after the End Date, no longer enjoy freedom of 

movement under the EU Treaties.   

2. Other Than the Right to Work, What Should Employers Look Out For in Any Review of 

Contracts of Employment, Staff Handbooks or Policies Relative to Post Brexit Issues? 

Any terms which refer to “the EU” in terms of geographical scope should be identified. If so 

intended, existing provisions may be purposively interpreted to include the UK. However, going 

forward if the intention is to include the UK and the EU within a geographical definition, this 

should be explicitly provided.  
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3. Can a UK Employer Make an Offer to an EU National With a 2021 Start Date? 

Yes, they can make an offer, but any offer should be subject to their right to live and work in 

UK. That requires to be checked on an individual case by case basis in accordance with the rules 

applicable from time to time.  

4. Will the Basis of holiday pay calculations Change After Exit Day? 

Not necessarily and certainly not immediately. Subject to anything agreed in any post Brexit 

agreement reached between the UK and the EU, whether before or after the End Date, it will 

be up to the UK to decide whether to legislate with a view to changing the basis of calculation 

as presently provided in UK case law (determined with reference to European Court of Justice 

judgments). The case law in this area might also be affected by appeals pending before the UK 

Supreme Court.  

5. Could Agency Workers be Affected? 

The UK Agency Workers Regulations are derived from an EU Directive, so as with any other EU 

derived legislation, subject to any post Brexit agreement reached between the UK and the EU, 

whether before or after the End Date, there may in due course be changes to agency workers 

protections.  

6. Will the Law on TUPE Change? 

The TUPE Regulations are derived from an EU Directive, so as with any other EU derived 

legislation, subject to any post Brexit agreement reached between the UK and the EU, whether 

before or after the End Date, there may in due course be changes to transferring employee’s 

protections and/or obligations on transferor and transferee employees.  

7. What Happens to our Current Employees Who are EU Citizens? 

EEA nationals or Swiss citizens and their family members who are living in the UK before 1 

January 2021 need to apply to the UK’s EU Settlement Scheme in order to continue to live and 

work in the UK after 30 June 2021. 

8. What Do I Need to Apply for a Sponsorship Licence? 

Employers must appoint people within their business to manage the sponsorship process when 

applying for a licence. The roles are to comprise: authorising officer, key contact and level 1 

user. The roles can be filled by the same person or different people.  

Employers and their staff will be checked to make sure they are suitable for the roles. If you, or 

anyone involved in sponsorship, has any of the following, you may not get your licence: 

 An unspent criminal conviction. 

 Been fined by UKVI in the last 12 months. 

 Been reported to UKVI. 
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 Broken the law. 

 Been a ‘key person’ at a sponsor that has its licence revoked in the last 12 months. 

 Failed to pay VAT or other excise duty.  

Employers will need to send the appropriate supporting documents in order to prove that they 

are a genuine business. At least 4 documents will be required unless the employer is a public 

body recognised by the UK government or a company listed on the London Stock Exchange Main 

Market.  

9. What Happens After I Submit My Application for a Sponsorship Licence? 

UK Visas and Immigration (UKVI) will review your application form and supporting documents. 

They may also visit to check whether your business is suitable.  

If your application is successful, you will be given an A-rated licence. The sponsorship licence 

will be valid for 4 years. This will allow you to start assigning certificates of sponsorship. 

However, if you do not meet your sponsor duties, your licence may be downgraded to a B-

rating. If this occurs then you will not be able to issue any new certificates of sponsorship until 

improvements are made and you are subsequently upgraded back to an A-rating.  

Applications are usually dealt with in less than 8 weeks. However, employers may be able to 

pay £500 in order to get the decision within 10 working days.  
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